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Salary-reduction plan draws fire
By Phillip Fiori!',

stan Writer

The
Graduate
Council
"adamantly
opposed"
a
proposal Thursday that would
authorize the president of the
t'niversity. with approval of the
Board of Trustees, to reduce the
salaries of the faculty and the
administrative and professional
staff.
The council. at its meeting in
the Student Center. passed a
resolution to inform President
Albert SOr.lit, the Faculty
Senate and the board of the
council's opposition to the

proposal.
.John trtgaarcl, professor in
geology. ,.aid that if salary
reductions were enforced. "it
would have the same effect as
Cirir.g staff members. We would
lose many faculty and staff
within a year."
The
proposal,
tit It'd
"Authorization for suspension
of !'mployment of contractual
employees and involuntary pay
reductions for all employees."
would have to be approved by
the board, which is expected to
address the proposal at its next
meeting in May.
Somit, who was present to

a . idress questions and cor.(\~rns
oi the council, said the prorosal
h; intended "to providt· an
unambiguous legal alten.<:tive
for a course of action less unpleasant than a declaration of
finandal exigency."

W~~ld a~r~':'e1~r ~~~, rr,r~:~
into t>mpl,~yment contl·:!cts of a
clause statmg that al\ empioyee
contracts would be subject to a

~e..~ia~:7 sus~nsio'~f~fn~~cc~!~
necessity" by the board. All
contracts
for
f.. culty,
professional staff and student
appointees would contain this

provision.
Somit said the proposal would
:lot be invoked without C01~'
suIting the body that would be
_,ffected by tht> proposal.
William
Hardnnbergh.
president of the cOl.ncil. said
that possibilities for handling
p'JSSible budget shortfalls have
been discussed for the past
thrt'E months.
"If we hay!' to bear the full
burden - $12 million - some
acliolls are going to be
unavfJidable." Hardenbergh
saie.
William Klimstra. a professor
in zook>gy. said the proposal

could be viewed as Similar to
"signing a blank ,'heck. or
signing a de:tth warnmt before
See FIRE, Page 2

yus
1Jode
(;us savs i! there's a silver
lining in every cloud, SIV-C has
hit a bonanza.
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Westberg, Crim
divided on isslles
Bv Karen Torr\'
.

starr Writer

It was business as usual
Wednesday night when mayoral
candidates Helen Westberg and
Robert Crim fielded questions
from members of Carbondale's
business communitv.
Westberg stress~ her experiencp :.. city government,

I

;~~mth~e~::o~~~u~~w t!d1t:J

. little common ground.
. At the ~hamber of Com·
merce·sponsored
meetin5,
Westberg, a Carbondale City
Council member since 1973.
reiterated her support for the
proposed dowhtown conference

~:~~~ow~arbo~~~e'S s=~~
generate enough tax revenue or
add to the attractiveness of the
community, said Westberg. The
conference center, she con·
tended, would serve as a focal
point for the city to draw new
business
and
stimulate
economic growth.
Westberg suggested thai
Monday's public hearing on the
Ctnter may bring about some
amendment to the plan, such as
switching proposed locations of

Council, mayoral
eildorsemell ts
See Page 4
the center and parltin~ garage.

This would solve the problem of
Violating a city ordinance by
locating the center, a liquor
license holder, within 100 feet of
the Walnut Street Baptist
Church, Westberg said.
However, all conference
center plans are contingent
upon the Illinois Supreme
Court's ruling, which is still
pending, on the cit:v's use of
eminent domain powers to
arqwre land for the project.
While Crim said the conference center could be a
"valuable asset" to Carbondale, the 46-year-ilid retired
Air Force major l!!l.id he want'>
to examine the options befoI'~
forming .!!!'! opinion.
"I don't know where WI! are at
this point," said Crirr., who had
previously suggested that the
See DIVIDED, Page 3

Log rhythms
These yOUDg turtle!'. too smart to be c:!tught by More clouds and rain are expeeted Friday, which
students lurking IlI'OIIDd the lake, took to lJIeir log may dampen the turtles' weekend plans for
to bau In the brief sunshine Thursday atterDooll, sunning.

Venturi re-elected to GPSC j10st
By Phillip Florlr>l
Staff Writer
As newly re-elected vice

~:r::i!~~ ~s~u~:~~~~~:c~f

Dan V~nturi said he is happy to
get all the politicking out of tne
way and get down to business
Venturi, a law student.
defeated Nick Rion, a graduate
student in history, Wednesday
night by a vote of 26 to 17 in an
election in the MississiWi Room
of the Student Cent<'r. In
February, Venturi had :1eieated
Rion for the same pr.sition
Incumbent An!' Greeley

defeated SI "ve Katsinas and
Thomas Pape, a graduate
student in environmental
design.
for
the
GPSC
presidential seat. Greeley
received 32 votes to Katsinas' 13
votes and Pape's eight votes.
Venturi said his work will now
emphasize helping to find
alternative
funding
for
students.
"We need to find alternatives
to bailout the students who need
funding," he said. "We need to
see what sources are still
available for students to use."
Venturi also said the
University must look for places

to make legitimate cuts tiat
will Hot have dramatic effects.
After her re-election, Greeley
said she hoped she could look at
the margin of her ·.-ictory as a
~~~ment of "good job, now go
''I'm real excited and impressed with all the ideas people
had to see how the council can
work be~ter," she said. "The
f~~.!~? generated a lot of gMd
Greeley said she sees the
GPSC presidential job as multifaceted. "The president should
See GPSC, Page 3

Morris statue to be unveiled Saturday
By Vicki Olgeaty
Staff Writer

The statue of Delyte W.
Morris will officially become a
part of Morris Library Saturday.
The heroic-size bron;:e slatue,
sculpted by Fredda Brilliant,
will be unveiled in a private
ceremony at 10 a.m. More than
500 peoole who have been invited have indicated they will
attend the dedication, according to Terry Mathias,
special assistant to the v!ce
president
for
UOlverslty
relations and development.
The dedica tion will be part of
a day-long . 'Tribu;e to Delyte
W. Morris." which comes just
one day before the first an·
!liversary of the death of the
man who was S]U president
from 1948 to 1970. Other activities include a convocation
address by the presidlent of the

~---in9Focus----~
Morris sculptor lets bronze speak
-An excerpt from scalp tor Fredda Brilliant's upcoming hook.

"Biographir.
spirauoo.

m Bronze," expresses her thoughts about in-

Witr~!:Ir:deat ]~~ <kem~~ti~

-Brilliant reneets on the late Delyte W. Morris' career and
personality in an exclusive interview,
See Focus stories on Page 5

Council for the Advancement
and Support of Educati()n and a
University open house.
The statue was installed
Monday in the main foyer of the
library in preparation for the
ceremony. The statue and its
temporary pedestal tc>gether
stand trlore than 10 feet tall.

SIU Foundation Board of
Directors. will prf'sent the
statue.
More than 300 people d(1l1ated
money to the SIU Foundation
for the statue, which cost
$103.000. Delyte Morris sat for
the sculpturing of the statue in
his ~pare time in 1969.

The statue will be unveiled
and accepted by Dorothy
Morris. widow of the late
president, son Peter Morris,
grandsons Brett and Trevor
Morris and President Albert
Somit.
Jerome Glassman of Mount
Vernon. vice chairman of the

Carmi. member ot the Board of
Trustees: Patricia Hunsaker of
Belleville, president of the
Alumni Association: ~hancellor
Kemeth Shaw; and Jerry Cook,
prel;ident of the Undergraduate
Studel.! Organization.
The ceremony will be
broadcast live on WSIU-TV,
Channel 8, and WUS]·TV,
Channel 16. An overflow st:.::ting
an-a with television monitors
will also be set up iii ~~~~
Library Auditorium.
James L. Fisher, president oi.
the Council for th~ Ad·

vancement and Support of
EducatIOn, will deliver the
convocation address, which is
open to the public, at 3:;'<\ p.m.
in Shryock Auditorium.
Fisher, who has be!'n
president of CASE since 1978, is
a native of Decatur. He has
serve-l as president of Towson
State University in Baltimore
and as a White House adviser
and consultant in higher
education and business.
There will also b<:! a campuswide open house from 1 to ~
p.m. A multi-image slid,'!
presentation.
"Southern
Illinois," will be shown at 1 and
2 p m. in the Mississippi Room.
A second slide show, "SIU."
will be shown at 1:30 p.m. and
2:30 p.m. at the same loc'tion.
Campus tours will start at
it. ~ ~rain is
schedufed to leave the Student
Center every hour.
12:30 .. m.

Chil!e:;~~~~!~:!ram.

Tensions mount in Chicago race
CHICAGO (AP) - Democrat
Harold Washington, feeling the
heat of mounting criticism in a
tightening. and increasingly
bitter mayoral campaign.
Thursday lashed out angrily at
a heckler who needled thP
candidate about a past indictment for failure to file income-tax returns.
Mea n w h i Ie,
S c h ooIs
S'Jperintendent Ruth Love
c~ utioned that the racial ten!',ons being generated in the
contest between the black
Democrat
and
white
Republican Bernard Epton
already has drawn clear-cut
lines across neighborhoods and
now threatens to "spill over into
the schools."
And Chicago policemen
assigned to polling places for

the first time will report vote
fraud under an ap,reement
worked out by U.S. Attorney
nan K. Webb and ootgoing
Police Superintendent Rici..o:lro
Brzeczek.
In the past, police had been
stationed at voting places to
maintain order. But their duties
will be expanded to watching
for, and reporting instances of.
vote fraud, officials said. Some
3.000 officers will be assigned to
election day duty.
At an afternoon stop at
Northeastern University, a man
began heckling Washington
about not paying his taxes - the
congressman pleaded no
contest in 1972 to a four-count
indictment for failing to file
federal income tax returns and the Democrat blew up.

"Go to hell," Washington
said. "Who said I didn't pay
taxes? I didn't go to jail for not
paying taxes."
When the man said he read of
Washington's legal problems in
ti,e newspaper, Washington
responded, "Everything in the
papers is true. That's why
you're so dumb."
But Epton was not without
some irritation either Thursday, atL'Icking the national
media for goin, "overboard" in
its coverage of the racial tensions sti~~ up by the race.
"The national correspondents, the ones who know
nothing about our cily ... SE'em
only to dwell upou the ugly
incidents,"
said
Epton.
responding to a Newsweek
cover story.

PEKING CAP) - China on Thursday canceled all remaining
sports and cultural exchange programs with the United Sta tes
this year in sharp retaliation for America's granting political
asylum to a leading woman tennis player.
Among other things, the decision means the Chinese won't
see "Star Wars," and the Americans won't see China's
volleyball champs play.
China's Culture Ministry and the AU.cbina Sports
Federation announced the cancellation of eight cultural exchange programs and China's withdrawal from 10 in·
ternational tournaments in the United States in 1~.

U.S. proposal rebuffed by Soviets
WASHINGTON (AP) - The United States recently
proposed mutual ceilings on long-range bombers and air·
launched cruise missiles, but was rebo~ffed by a "caustic and
acerbic" Soviet Union response, Reagan administration of·
ficials said Thursday.
"To date the Soviet response in this round has been dilatory
and disappointing," Larry Speakes, the White House
spokesman, said in confirming that a new U.S. proposal was
tabled last month in Geneva, Switzerland
It was the first time the administration formally offered in
the talks to impose numerical ceilings on strategic bombers
and air-launched cruise missiles.

FIRE from Page I
the trial has been held.
"And I see nothing in here
about what this means to people
like me. someone who's in the
process of setting up a portfolio
for retirement." Klimstra said.
Kenneth Peterson. chairman
of library affairs, said he felt
that with this proposal. the
board was "being taken off the
hook of declaring financial
exigency."
"Isn't that what we are
facing?" Peterson asked. "Why
cover it up?"
Klimstra said he felt un·
comfortable dealing with a
proposal that didn't have a plan
attached to it explaining ho·...· to
deal with the problem.
"If the faculty is to respond
sensibly" to a shortfall of $10 to
$15 million, "we need to have
time to generate a res!)ODSe to
some phantom figure out
there," he said.
The proposal would also
permit the implementation of

t#

midyear salary reductio"lS. as
welf as procedures '.0 implement fiscal year salary
reductions by appropriate
notice prior to the beginning of
the particular year.
Somit said the legal counsel
had wrestled with the problem
for two months and decided that
a separate board item would be

the best solutior
Somit reminded the council to
keep the "ifs" in mind.
"If we were to have a salary
reduction, would that go onto
next year's contract? We just
don't know," h., said. "But we
hope argumer:ts for and against
the pr0P,OSBI will be !oltat£;1
forcibly. '

Record floods swamp Deep South
By The Associated Press
Rivers bloated by more than 8 foot of rain swamped the
Deep South with record flooding Thursday, driving 25.000
people from their homes and isolating the 1 million residents
of quaint old New Orleans.
Seven people drowned, including two children swept away
by floodwaters, bringing the death toll to 15 in a week of
bizarre weather.

Dean candidates to hold open sessions
The three candidates for the
position of dean of tbc! College of
Communications ar.d Fine Arts
will hold open sessions during
the next few weeks to answer
questions from students and
faculty.
AU sessions will be in the
Communications Building.
O. Franklin Kenworthy, from
Indiana University-Purdue
University at Fort Wayne, will
meet with students at 9:15 a.m.
Friday in Room 2005.
Kpith Sanders, SIU govern-

mental rel2tions off!cer, will
meet with st.ooents at 8:45 a.m.
Tuesday in Iloom 1012. He will
meet with members of the
faculty at 2 p.m. Monday in
Room 2005.

'USPS 1692201
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a.m. Wednesday, April 20, in
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Merchants pitching in for McFarlin
By Robert Green
Staff Writer
Local merchants, like many
other people in the community,
have joined the bid to buy
Harold McFarlin a new heart.
Besides anowing posters and
canisters for the fund-raising
driYe in their establishments.
many merchants are also
ml:king some notable contributions to the Harold McFarlin Heart Transplant Fund,
said fund-raising coordinator
Robert Gold. He said Thursday
that tht' flmd has reached the
$25,000 mark.
McFarht1, an SIU-C history
professor with terminal heart
disease, needs $80,000 lor heart
transplant surgery which isn't

covered by faculty health insurance. A down payment of
i40,OOO is needed before he can
fly to the Stanford University
Medical Center for the
operation.
Thanks to the efforts of local
churches, businesses,
University employees, student
groups and Mct;'arlin's neighbors in Car~ndale Towers, the
fund has LJeen growing steadily
in recent weeks.
But because McFarlin may
have less than a year to live,
fundraising organizers remain
balanced between optimism
and concern. They're hoping
that local businesses will
continue providing a share of
the money-making muscle, and
a number of businesses are

responding to the call.
Irene-Florist. 607 S. Illinois
Ave., will donate 1,000 carnations to the cause next week.
said owner Don Bailey. The
flowers will be sold by members
of the American Marketing
Association for $1 apiece from
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Tuesday·
through Friday at the south end
of Faner Ball. All proceeds will
go to the l\~cFarlin fund.
Hairbendt rs, 703 S. Illinois
Ave., will <. ')nduct a six-hour
"cut-a·;hon" begiMing at 8
p.m. Saturday. Manager Ken
Pryor said prices will be
trimmed in haU - $7.25 for men
and $8.75 for women. He said
three or four hair stylists will be
on hand for the cut-a-thon and
the goal is to raise $500 for

McFarlin.
EI Greco's restaurant. 516 S.
Illinois Ave .• will donate 25
cents from the sale of each
sandwich purchased on each
Thursday of this month.
Manager John Miller said he
hopes to raise at least $500 for
the fund in April.
Jim's Pub, 5195. Illinois Ave ..
will host a special all-night
happy hour benefit for ~Ic·
Farlin from 4 to 10 p.m. Sunday.
O\\'tIer John Karagiannis said
admission will be a $2 donation
and he said door prizes, occasional free drinks and
"specials on everything" will be
included.
The Printing Plant. 606 S
Illinois Ave .. has also helped the
cause by printing over 500

GPSC from Page 1

DIVIDED from Page 1

be reactive to the administration and proactive to
the students' concerns.
"I think the financial aid
lobby group is an important
start," she said. "But I think we
have to d(} more lobbying."

city consider moving the
project away from downtown to
allow business owners to
remain there and to avoid
traffic problems. He backed
down from that proposal when
Westberg pointed out that the
move would cost the city fed€ral
funds earmarked for downtown
land aCl'fliisition.
To upgrade nm-iJown housing
in Carbondale, Westberg said.
the city can act as a catalyst to
encourage homeowners to
voluntarily improve property
conditions. This, combined with
stiffer enforcement of housing
codes already on the books, will
be more effective than new
laws, she said.
Crim said "Carbondde has
become a rental city" and! .1:my
people who work in Carbundale
live in surrounding communities. Although he made no
specific suggestions. Crim said

Un:eiey said she had contacted Keith Sanders, the
University legislative liaison,
and she feels stron~y that the
council can work WIth him and
the lobbying group.
The GPSC has schedulf>li a
trip to Springfield on April 19 to
discuss Gov. James Thompson's proposed tax increase
with legislators.
Venturi said he hopes to show
that the GPSC does support the
tax increase. He said the grDUl>
will try to convince legislators
of the need for the increase,
especially in higher l!ducation.

Katsinas, a doctoral student
in hilther education, said after
the election that access is still
the key issue facing graduate
students.
"I \\ill support Ann and the
council in any activities that
they might think I can be of
some small help," l:'? said. "But
I'm glad I had the o)'portunity
to present my viewt' to the
council."
After the eJ~tion, the GPSC
passed a resolution on a fee
allocation request from the MidAm.::rtca Peace Project.
The council unanimously
agreed to allocate $450 to assist
in the funding of "The Future of
our Planet: A Nuclear War
Ccn/erence," whil"h MAPP is
SP-" ·oring.
~

conference is scheduled

to run all day April 15 and 16.

he has "the imaginatio!l and
innovative ideas" to make
Carbondale "a city people can
be proud to live in. not just to
work in."
The Chamber of Commerl"e
recently began organizing for a
citywide Halloween festival. an
idea Westberg said the City
Council will support. as long as
the event is sponsored by
community groups who will pay
and take responsibility for it.
erim said he was-pleased that
the chamber had picked up on
what he claimed was originally
his idea for a city\\;de festival,
patterned after the New
Orleans Mardi Gras and SI.
Louis Veiled Prophet FestivaL
Crim previously has supported
a Halloween celebration which
would
lessen
congestion
downtown and would include
children. the elderly and the
handicapped.

posters and thousands of bank
statement stuffers free oC
charge. Owner Greg Vertrees is
a former student of ~lcFarlin.
who taught Russian history for
12 years before going on leave
because of his heart condition.
Wendy's Old Fashioned
Hamburgers of Carbondale
showed fast-food chains have a
heart by donating $250 from the
sale of french fries to the fund.
The l\Iurdale Shopping Center
merchants have also helped the
;\lcFarlin fund by contributing
money or merchandise, a fundraisin"g organizer said.
Fund-raisers are hoping to
get ~tcFarlin to California for
the operation by !\lay 1.

In
an ~~~: to~~~:onl~~
limitations of power in public
office, Crim said an official
must know what is needed to
deal with a given situation - an
ordinance,
administrative
policy. or action through a

~~~~~ ~~OU~u.~~~f~ci~lf w~~

authority will be better (or the
government and the governed.
he said.
It is important. Westberg
said, not to "overreact.
overregulate or overimpose
financial burdens" I)n citizens.
More cooperation and restraint
by resid€nts, as well as
voluntary
soilltions
to
problems, wou,d benefit the
city. she said. But, Westberg
added, when problems become
too large to curt \'oluntarily,
they must be controlled by
legislation.
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Choices in city races
In the April 13 Carbondale city election we endorse the following
candidates :

For mayor: Helen Westberg.
For four-y ...ar council !'eat'!: Patrick Kelley and Neil Dillard.
For two-year council seat: Keith Tuxhorn.
The choice of Westberg is made on the basis of her fme record on
the Carbondale City Council. For the past 10 years she has done her
homework and has shown an ability and willingness to be assertive
with the city's professional staff when she feels such action is
necessary. Her understanding of the intricacies of running Carbondale have been made apparent in this campaign and deem her
well-qualificd for the position of mllyor.
Her opponf'nt, Robert Crim, al.~ has a long record of civic activism and tn his credit has brought forth some important issues in
the race for mayor. But during the campaign, the ''man of ideas"
seemed a bit !>hort on concrete plans - a shortfall that many who
have worked with Crim in the past say is not new fat him. He also
was forced to back down from an early campaign suggestion to
move the downtown conference center outside the city alter
Westberg noted that such action would jeopardize federal funds
carmarked for downtown land aquistition.

Patrick Kdley, an associate professor of law, perhaps offers
more to Carbondale government than any of the other candidates.
He has stuclll"d and taught courses on city government - but more
importantly, he has hands~n experience from a stint as city
councilmw in University City. Mo. He has been cp.ndid about what
he sees as the problems facing Carbondale and bas promoted
potential solutions.
Kelley's background in law would be a valuable addition to an
elected body that often finds itself at the mercy of opinions of city
administrators in the legal matters that constantly arise at councad
meetings.
Neil Dillard also has the council experience that will be ...ital to
Carbondale's future, He has served on the Carbondale aty....ouncil
since November 1981 and has established bimself as a stickler for
details - an admirable attribute for a job where facts and fJgUreS
affect the daily lives of city residents.
Dillard's refusal to commit himseH on some issues during the
campaign may have given him the unfortunate image of being
wishy-washy. But his insistence that many decisions depend on
future events is an honest renection on the way things are, although
it doesn't make for good campaign rhetoric.
The election of Henry Fisher, one of the other two remaining
candidates for the two four-year council posts, would be atremely
lamentable. A seat on the council might help his rental-bousing
business, but it would not serve the city. Last year be accumulated
several city code violation citations for his rental units and was
found guilty on one count, while another was dismissed. The
remaining citations have not yet been beard in court, but Fisher bas
since been charged with destroying a neighborhood sidewalk.
His platform of lower taxes and less govimllllent regulation may
be worthy of diSC\iSSion but it doesn't qualify bim for the job. Be
aware that he appears on the ballot as H. Fisher, and sbouid not be
~~ with retiring Mayor Hans Fischer wbo is not running for
Willie Ivey, the other candidate for a four-year slot, bas campaigned on the worthy platform of maintaining IOdal .!l'Vices. His
solution of soliCiting private donations rather than rau.ing ~,
however, is questionable. A relative newcomer to Carbondale, lvey
also has shown a lack of unders~ at some crucial city matters.
Keith TUxh~ is certainly the most refreshing candidate in the
wbol~ buncb. W~th a $fiO campaign budget, be has done a good job of

provmg that he IS B concerned, informed dty resident and not just a

Once upon a time.•.
Once upon a time there lived

a person named Andrew
Herrmann.
Unlike most children, liWe
Hernnann had an unpleasant
childhood. He wasn't very
popular in school Some say it's
because he often wore White
Sox on his bead. Teachers
would ignore him and his
classmares would call him all
kind<; of ,urnes such as, Henny,
Hernuam, head and frog face.
Poor Kern,itt, Hermitt, I mean
Herrmann, he was even smaller
than most girls his age.
Years lat,~ this inferior child
grew up to be ~n editorial writer
for the·DE. The Ollly problem
was that Herrmann never
outgrew his cbildhood bitterness. He grew to hate people
and society as a whole. which
often reflected in his writing.
In order to copE' with his
feelings
of
childhood
dissonance, Herrmann would
maliciously insult people who
didn't dress, talk, smell, think
or look like him.
What was sad to see was
Herrmann using his writing
talents and creativity in an
unproductive and vengeful
fashion.
The DE readers were innocent
victims
of
unconstructive criticisms and illnatured attacks because of
Herrmann's warped sellae of
humor and inferiority complex.
Herrmann's trashy journalistic style and derogatory
statements were neither
thought provoking nor entertaining to read.
Poor Herrmarn. He learned
the hard way. He couldn't find a
real job after graduation. But I
hear he became a highly
respected jourDalist for the
National Enquirer. The End. Patrie.. TriDa, SeBior. Public

Reb<U-

..Wagk not miracle
Herrmann, where do you get
the nerve to call the Cardinal
fans losers'! I'm sick of your
an'ogant and one-tracked
columns. How can 100 call a
team that played m a spectacular seven-game series
~? Have yoo no morals? I
wou.klD't be surprised to see
your next column leading a
crusade against mothers and
apple pie.
You claim that the Cards took
the whole show with a miracle.
That, my friend, is obviously a
statement stimulated by
jealousy. A team doesn't sweep
the semifinals four games to
none with a miracle. It could
better be described as magic. A
magic that comes about with
many boors at practice and a
well balanced roster of quality
players. SUre my team came up
with some spectacular plays
that some people might con~ider miracufous. but any
tMiseball fan knoww that the big
play is a contributing factor ~

my winning season.

You caUec1 Sutter washed up

former student. He has been candid on the issues - especially ill and McGee a fluke. It just so
regards to city funding of social services. He Is the only candiJate to happens that Sutter is one of the
say he would favor a tax increase if it was necessary to continue best relieve" in baseball and

social programs at their current level.
TUxhorn remembers what it's like to be B student and knows tb
frustratifJD of being unemployed. Many of his views would be in tile
minority on the council and would certainly at times aggravate
some city administrators. ~ is not a strike against him, but
rather a plus - he would pt'OVlde the occasional dissenting voice
that is crucial to t~ democratic process and aD too often Iacting on

recent councils.

TUxhorn's opponent, Elliot Bevis, is also very weD qualified and
his election would certainly not be a loss fer the city. His 20 years on
the Zoning Board of Appeals h"ve given hl.m a good understanding
of city matters_ But his promise to reduce regulatory ''recHape''

and strong aversion to tax increaseS makes us fear that he woolcl be
Jess feSI.'OIISive than Tuxhorn to the neros and inter~~ of carbondale's minority residents,
Pag. 4. Dail, EgyptiaD. ApriJ 8,

i(jt3

anyone who isn't ignorant of the
sport Iroows that McGee is an
all-around fine player.

I would tell you to get the foot
out of your mootb Andrew, but
I'm afl'llid that's not possible.
By the end of this season it will
be crammed down past you're
jl'.alous heart rif"ht into you're
empty
stomach.
Empty
MaUle you and the ~ fans
are hungry for a series that you
aren't goin& to see. - MariiII
FIT'Y. Fr,-'uDaB. EagfDeeriq

Staple it to you,. head Hey, that's my mother
Alter readi~ the April 4 DE
column, "Cub, Card fans: get
lost you losers," we have come
to the realization that we really
don't deserve to be White Sox
fans - nobody deserves that
fate. Alter very little thought,
we fonnulated these reasons for
our ineligibility. We don't
belong with a team: 1) whose
owners are ashamed to put
their names on the stadium, 2)
whose fans enjoy government
cheese with their cold beer, 3)
wbose stadium's seats are
furnishing bomes and apartments throughout the South
Side, and 4) whose real "year"
was the Strike of '81. We really
shouldn't mingle with the
drunk, decadent, and rowdy Sox
fans - thanks for the protection, Andrew.
Personally, we think having
the o\Jl-8tar game at Comiskey
Pari!: must be one ol President
Rea!an's "enterprise zone"
programs designed to be1p an
underdeveloped area. Lastly,
the Sox truly don't deserve us as
fans; but if this Is really the
Sox's year, they de5enle belt"!"'
than what they have DOW. Ob,
and Andrew,lfyou want to keep
your hat on, why don't you
staple it to your bead? - Joe
Ferrero, Cubs faD. Sealor.
PolitJul kleaee aad Kevla
Balater, Cards faa, Sealor,
AdmiaistndclD JutJc:e.

Stop being SO foolish
Once again, Andrew Herrmann, you have shown us yoor
ignorance and
lack
of
knowledge of the subject you
are writing about. Ma~ the
acts at aggression agamst you
and your Sox hat were actually
aimed at your childish personality.
I would bt'sitate to think that
"true" SClr iaos hate all the
other profes~ional baseball
teams. Come on Andrew, grow
up and stop bei'lg so foolish.
Maybe you need 10 "swear ilnd
drink too mU/;b and get
decadent" to Mve a fun time.
but many civiJ~ baseball fans
can bP...~ • great time without
t~...
Vall - a Sox fan - 0bnoxiously called Cardinal and

Cub fans losers; well I am a diehard Cardinal fan and would not
caD Cardinal, Cub, Sox, or any
other fans losers, 'lbe only loser
I can see is you! H you could
write a legitimate article as
good as you can b.s. you'd win a
Pulitzer Prize.
Just to set the facts straight,
the National League is not inferior.1n fact, they have won at
least the last ten All Star
games, not to mention the last
two World Series. The St. Louis
cardinals' victory in the World
Series was not "miraculous,"
the word is more like
u awesotne ."
Bruce Sutter's 36 saves
hardly entitle him to the level
"washed up." Willie McGees's
1982 season cannot be called "a
fluke." and if Whitey Herzog is
"gone by the All-Star game,'"
game," I will personally bow to
your wisdom, Mr. Herrmann.
As for the All Star game, doD't
be surprised if you see Whitey
Herzog, Keith Hernandez,
George H~ndrick, Lonnie
Smith, Bruce Sutter, Ozzh:
Smith, and maybe a few more
Cardinals sitting in U:e National
l.eag\:" -:'l.!gJUt.
But If you keep writing the
you are now, you'll
bIy be going to that game
yourself. - Kent Sduaeider,
Sopltolllore. Colleg. of AceG8lRaDe1_1iped tty 5 .....
people.

~

I wish Andrew Herrmann
could meet my mother. She is a
wonderful lady.
I was surprised to see Mr
Herrmann once again repea t
his mistakes of stereotyping
and insulting groups of people
Mr. Herrmann, in your
editorial, "Cub, Card fans: get
lost you losers," you called
residents of Kenilworth (not
Kennilworth; check your atlas 1
and Wilmette s.o.b.'s,
What does tbat make my
mother?
I can think of several nasty
names to call you because of the
obnoxious tone of your writing.
not because of something as
trivial as the baseball team you
support. To generalize and call
everyone from your hometown
one mthem would deeply insult
most of your family, friends and
neighbors.
Yes, there are many North
Shore residents who at~end
CUbs games at Wrigley Fielci
just as there are many
residents from the southern
suburbs who attend Sox games
at Comiskey Park, because of
the proximity of the park to
their home.
I am also a Sox fan in a sea of
CUbs faos, but this has not made
me bitter toward them. Must
you always insu1t people every
time you write? Is it so important to use insult to express
your view?
Do everyone a favor and stick
to insulting Astroturf and the
temperature of beer - not me,
my mother, or anyone else. Briaa O'Brien, Junior, PabUc
ReladoDs.

·Tbis Bud's for you'
I wish to reply to Andrew
Herrmann's column in the April
4 DE "Cub, Card fans: get lost
you losers."
First 01. all Herrmann Is a
comedian, I mean come on,
"This is the year the Chicago
White Sox take it all_" Let's get
realistic here! How can you
expect a team to win a World
Series with 5 ex~ on It?
Now, as to the Cubs, I despise
them as much llS anyone else,
but there's no reason to make
fun of them. They do a good
enough job of that themselves
on the field each year.
Actually, I wish the Sox all the
luck in the world. 'lbere's
nobody else I would like to see
lose to the Cardinals in the 1983
World Series.
Some da¥, aD these Chicago
faos are gomg to have to realize
that this is Cardinal territory,
like it or not.
Mr. Herrmann, this Bud's for
you. - Kevto Terry, Fresbman,
Computer Selr.aee_

'1 love your attitude'
Mr. Herrmann: In regards to
your column on April 4: I might
be a Cardinals fan but who are
you to say what other teams I
should or shouldn't like'? In
order to be a baseball fan does
one DOl have the privilege to
even "like" other teams'?
Sure, we aIllmow the Sox are
good this year and we might like
them, "a little" because of this,
but does that classify us as Sox
fans? Just because we like 'em?
Surely not, Andrew!
Comiskey Park fans are just
fans who enjoy getting drunk at
the games. They don't even
care about the outcome of thP.
game; ''What game?"
Andrew Herrmann, I just love
~our unbiased attitude. You
Iteep the Sox, I'D keep the Cards
and we'D all be haWY. P .5. I'll
never show my face at
Comiskey Park. - Briu Webb,
Soplaolllore.
COlllmereial
ReaeaU.

Sculptor lets the broIlze speak
~=~~~cus·~~====
Editor's Note: The lollowlng article
Is an eseerpt from a book,
"BlograpbJes In Bronze," by Fredda
Brilliant, whleh is seheduled for release
llest fall by the Villas Publithlng Housf',
New ~Ihi, India. Here Ms. Brilliant
esplaJDa the lnfIuenee 01 Rembrandt OIl
her sculpture and espreues her
thoughts aboat Inspiration and the
eballenge 01 striving for perleedOll.

pression. But through scientific realism
in art, the true representation of a
personality can be brought to the
surface. The artist must try to see his
subject objectively regardless of likes
or dislikes. unlike a cartoonist who
gives his monolinear impress~on of a
pe~n but not the multilinear person as
he IS. In the work of art, the artist has to
transfer the person into another media,
trymg to be ol"jective. Of course an
artist cannot help but ir.terpret the
subject according to his own un·
derstanding. according to his
knowledge in life. But the greater
understanding in life, the greater 0bservance of a person without personal
subjective comment, the more honest
the work. One m~t recapture the spirit
of childhood. of youth and maturing to
the end of the life of the sitter.
In my case as a sculptor, I was lucky
to have been an actress first. in fact a
co-founder of a theatre in Melbourne,
Australia where I played leading roles.
I left for America to accomplish work of
greater importance in acting. Bet:a~e
of cf!rtain difficultie.s, I turned to
sc'.dpture which is more independmt
but the acting of great roles gave me
the opportunity to learn about
characters which had to be transferred
through me. So, as a sclllptor I had to
take the living character, l!'8nsfer him
into myself. then into the medium of
clay. Thus the bronze speaks - though
mute.

By Fredda Brilliant
When I was 8, our family portrait was
recorded In the Rembrandt Photo
Studio in Lodz, Poland. Very large
photos of
Rembrandt'S
work
surrounded the walls. The glass roof
and the front glass wall had blinds
which the photographer moved up and
down, back and forth, after observing
the grO'.1p he was to photograph. As I
watched him, I absorbed what he was
doing. He was lighting his subject. It
made a great impact on me. I saw that
by moving the blinds, the lighting effects kept changing. This made even a
greater Impact on me.
At Southern !llinois University, I
introduced special spot lighting when I
had my 4D-years retrospective
exhibition (in 197f.1)' Nowhere have I
seen at any gallery this style of lighting.
I notice they have kept this lighting for
exhibitions up to now.
Sculpture is more difficult to light
than painting, or a human face. U 11'
wrongly, the photo can produce white
eye; and a nat fa;:e. One has to make
sure that the highlights the sculptor
intende<i to bring out have been
reproduced. However, it was the photo
of the sf>.H-portrait of Rembrandt I was
hypnotized by.
WHEN THE FAMILY portrait was
finished and shown to us, I was
disappointed. I found my way to the
studio and asked the photographer, Mr.
Rembran.1t, "Why didn't you give me
the same rooghness round the eyes and
mouth as yt..) e!! ...~ the photos on your
wall?" The photDg!'apher smiled, took
me by the band and walked me 8roWJd.

pointing out the photographs on the
walls. He said rather solemnly, ''You
see, my child, these are not my photos,
they are reproductions of the great
artist Rembrandt, the greatest Dutch
painter .. , He t.hen showed me postcards, pointing out the m~eum1 they
embellish. In later years when I started
work on sculpture, looking at it with an
objective eye, (as if it were not my
work) I realized where the influence
came from: Rembrandt Van Ryn! I
feel deeply happy tha~ I am abie to
reproduce the master's style,
producing the essence 01 the character
through highlights in sculpture.
In later years, when I was asked if I
am influenced by Rodin or Epstein, two
of our great sculptors, I was amazed
that no one realized that there is no
external resemblance to their work.
One person though, an artist who un·
derstood, once said to me, ''Your 'Vc>r:1:
has the power of Epstein and the p..."'V,er
01 movement in Rodin, but the power of
your work in portraiture is deeper."
Alas, I find Rodin in his portraiture

The artit" Fredda BriWant, and her
work ID progress. "DisproponlOl1I In
my work are deUbel·ate. , . like a

does not convey the same movements
of life as he has in bis bodies. U Rodin
had created the "Burgers of Calais"
only, and nothing else, It would have
sufficed. I:i' reconstructed the times
with a grut psych"logical and

=~=::=e ~~~omJ.U~eth~

opposite with Epstein; his porlraits are
his tour de force. But Rembrandt is
embedded in my body subconsciously.
DISPROPORTIONS in my work are
deliberate. They are as harmonious as
counterpoint in music. This style of
work intensifies emotionally the
elements it represents. At times, like a
juggler on a tight rope, it teases the
emotions of the onlooker. Now with
r~ar, now with assurance. This
motivation of my work is not to put
style above content. It is precisely the
opposite - it embellishes and promotes
the content of the inner person far
stronger then it would have if
reproduced in a naturalistic manner.
In order to reproduce m/tn-total, I
have to put one aspect of his character
on top of another, during my clay
modelling, for during the sittings, at
different times, the person's mood and
thoughts differ. These I then w!)rk into
my sculpture in such a way that all the
characters merge. I allow a part of

Photo by HeFilert Marshall
jugglel' OR a Ugbtrope, they tease the
emotions 01 the ODI00ker, DOW with the
fear, DOW with assuranee."
each mood to remain, the part I think
. vital. In this way the whole personality
fuses into one.
Lord Cottesloe. when unveiling my
liculpture of Sir Isaac Hayward at
Loudon's Royal Festival Hall, said to
Sir Isaac: ~'The I!ICOIptare JooIIs more
like you than you do." ..UmGBt _~ one
says the same about my portraits. The
reason is that a person's expressior.s
change momentarily, but sculpture IS
of man-total. Man in all phases of his
life. He is concentrated into a oneness. I
consider myself lucky to have been
bern with talents to achieve this.
A sculptor's search for the character
in his sitter depends on the sculptor's
knowledge and experience in life.
Technique alone is not sufficient. This
may be all right ior sculptors who do
welding, but the welded form of the
sculpture without content is a nice
utensil, nothing more.
I AI\! FOR scientific realism in art, as
against so-ealled "socialist realism."
What does that mean? Science is the
exact study of a subject - an attempt
at an accurate objective study. Realism
is the ~tyle of work which enables the
''soul,'' or the inner personality, to be
reproduced. Naturalism reproduces
only the external features as in a
photograph, the mome~tary ex·

THE SCULPTOR'S contact with the
clay is like the bodily contact between
male and female :'1 love. There is that
electric vibration. Inspiration. For.
after an 'lOur or so's work. all of a
sudder,. \;nawares. the sculptor gets
hypnotlzed by the clay model as well as
by t.he sitter. It may take some time of
actual work before the sculptor loses
his self~onsciousness. Even then. this
self-hypnotism lasts but a short time.
The strain of concentration is so severe.
This is the state when the sculptor
becomes oblivious of all his surroun·
dings - of his own existence, in fact.
This is the state called ''inspiratWo.''

The Yision then becomes enlarged a

tboosandfold. It fs an extraordinary,
even frightening experience - yet
beautiful. One's viaion becomes
magnified to :;och an ex!ent that one
sees the minutest part of the charac·
teristics on the surface of the sitter.
I think one can compare it to an
orgasm. the acme of vision through
feelIngs. or the acme of feelings
through vision.

WHE S I AM asked how do I know
when my work is finished (wltich is a
good question) my answer is JUs: it is
when - no matter how much I try to
improve on the work - I canDot see
anything to be done to the w'lI"k. neither
adding nor subtracting even the tiniest
bit to the mociel.

However. when I see the finished
work in bronze. ~ being a new
dimension, I become aware of parts I
could have still improved on.
See SCULPTOR. Page 1

'Now Morris is forever,' sculptor says
By James ~rk
Staff Writer
Her small ranch home in
Carbondale is filled with antiques and flne works of art. A
small sign in the window reads
"U's exciting to be Polish."
Sculptures and phoiographs of
many famous people line the
walls. This is the work of
1CU1~ Fredda Brilliant.
One of Brilliant's sculptures
tbat of former SIU-C
President Delyte W. Morris will be unveiled in the lobby of
Morris Library during a daylong tribute Saturday, one day
'shy of the first anniversary 01
bia death.

"I'm very happy for Morris,"
Brilliant said. "At last he is
standing where Le belongs,
forever. Others may come and
go, but he will stay forever."
The statue of Morris will
stand in the lobby of the library
that bears his name - an appropriate place, according to
Brilliant.
''This W,'UI his college, He
made it fron; nothing into ooe of
the best colleges in the c0untry," Brilliant said. "He buiJtit
from scratch. He raised
millions of dollars to buy the
land and construct the
buildings."
Brilliant began work on bel'
clay sculpture of Morris in 1968.

"MorriS sat for me, on and

off, for two years," she said.
"He came in at 7 in the morning
and sat until 8:30, outside of his
work time,"
Brilliant said she worked OD
the clay sculptl.tre in a very
smaU room in Woody Hall. She
bad the fmisbed pieces shipped
to specialists in New York, -then
to Germany, where it was cast
in bronze.
"Bronze casting takes two
generations to learn," Brilliant
said. She said since the statue of
Morris is 80 large - almost 7
feet - that great care bau 00 be
taken in the casting process.
Tbe statue remained In
Germany for 10 years until

enough money was raised to
finance the transportation of the
statue to C... rbondale. Previous
fund-raising attempts to bring
the statue to Carbondale fell
short of the fund!! needed.
The SIU Foundation helped
raise $103,000 in donations to
P.By for the statue and transport
It here for the ceremony
Saturday, Brilliant said she
planned to attend the unveiling.
The statue is larger than
lifesize and the form extends
down only to the knees. Brilliant
said that would belp the statue
remain undated, since styles of
shoes and trousers go in and out
of style.
.
"U I bad included the shoes

and the bottoms of the trousers,
you could tell the age," Brilliant
said. "If it is old-fashiooed, it
becomes obsolete. This way, it
will remain forever."
Brilliant compares Morris to
another or.e of her subjeets,
Pandit Nehru.
"They were very similar in
theirfar-sightedness," she said.
She said SIU-C is an excellent
example of that vision.
"Where have you ever seen
such a fme universit}: in one
place? It isn't spread out like
other colleges. Morris kept
buying land and buying land
See BruLi..IANT Page 7
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Dietician says cut
salt, sugar and fats
By JeaMl'l H1Ulier
Staff Writer

Fad diet books, T'" Cf)I1lmercials and magaziDe advertisements generally appeal
to the emotional side c4 dieting,
not to the ...utritional side, said
Barbara McCleary. dietitian for
University Housing.
Before beginning a new diet

:i~ ~~e~~~t!~T~'s~

that they have a reliable in·
formation source, such as a
f1utritionist or a dietitian.
,he warned students to stay
aWily from diets that recomrr.E'na th~ elimination of a food
group. since all food grDI:IPS are
important. She said eating too
much sugar, salt or fat is what
is hazardous.
Soft drinks contain a vast
amount of sugar. Each 12-ilUI1Ce
call has nine teaspoons of sugar
in it. Sugar is .ra~idly used ?l
the body so mdiVlduals will
become hWigry again shortly
after ing~ting it.
Sugar has been linked to
cavities and obesity. She said
that to help themseh'es cut
down on sugar. people should
check ingredient labels and
substitute fresh fruits. juices
and vegetables for SD2Cks.

SnacirJng is a major cause of
the bigh salt intake. McCleary
said Americans eat between six
and 18 grams of salt each day
and too much salt is
synonymous with high b,ood
press!lre.

Potato chips, pretzels,
pp.anuts and poocom have a
high, obvious saft cootent. Hot
dogs, T\I dinners, canned soups
and ketchup have an equaOy
high, yet less obvious salt
content.
To reduce salt, 1\fcCleary
recommends re<.ucing visible
salt intake and re'Dlcing the use
of highly-processed foods.
Saturated fats and unsaturated fa!s are highly
publicized and controversially
linked to heart disease.
Saturated fats are those derived
from animals and unsaturated
fats are df.!rived from plants,
McC!~i'Y said.
Probably due to the publicity,
the consumption of saturated
fats is down. Students can
reduce cholesterol by ingesting
more carbohydrates from
whole grain breads and eel eals,
fruits, vegetables, lean m.....at
and skim nlilk.
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SCULPTOR fr()ln Page 5
During work J oft.m look into
a mirror at the sculpture - this

gives me yet another dimen·

sion. for the mirror refiection
reverses the image and it sort of
helps me to catch my work
une:w:pectedlr. unawares.) see it
in another lIght and angle - a
fresh visioo of what I bave done.
To sum UP. J can then see my
work is finaUy finished.
MY PARENTS were very

strict critics. I had greal
respect f~r them because of
that. realizing this attil'l~r

arose oot of well-wishing for
me. No matter how good my
work in sculpture. as a liW"
girl. or whatever 1 did. my
father never. never prai5e() me
for perfection. &;: a~ays !l:aid:
"Tomorrow yO'J win do better.
because you have learned more
today than wl:at you knew
yesterday .. ,
I therefore strove for a time
when Daddy would say:
"Excpllent! ..
But if he said "not bad." I ran
to my girl friends with joy
exclaiminG "1I1\' w.~rlt i~

wonderful. because Daddy
said: 'Not bad'."
Thi! parental trainiflg made
me a perfectionist. making me
work myself to a standstill.
never happy until my work was
perfect.

Wmoer Beat FUm
Torooto FUm Festival

When I looked at my work and
thought "not bad." ) smiled to
myself. feeling I had got
!.iImewhere. Thil. was a terrific
str-.lin on all the senses. It was a
chailenge to onese:...·! One's
greatest competitor!

A. tribute to Nicholas Roeg
Co-sponsored by GSC

BAD TIMING
A SENStlAI.

OBSESSION

BRILLIANT from Page 5
and made it all in one place,"
she said.
Brilliant was born in Lodz,
Poland, and immigrated to
Australia in 1924. She married
Herbert Marshall. a British
writer, producer and (';rector.
in 1935. Marshall is a rrofessor
emeritus of SIU-C.
Brilliant has P.!;,w been a
singer, aciress ard 3cript·
writer, but her mrst famous
work is her sculptures of
famous people. Her list of
subjects reads :ike an in·
ternational honor roll. It inc1udf'S Mahatma ('andhi. Sergei
Eisenstein. Buckminster
Fuller. Pandit Nehru, Indira
Gandhi. JOlIn F, Kennedy.
Vladimir r-Iayakovsky and
Charles Chaplin.
Brilliant is now woning on a
larger-thar.-life sculpture of
Pope JOM Paul II. whom she

met in Polar.J, and on getting a
tx'Ok of her work published. The

~I'" i'~~;::fea~i:ein J!~~n~~

photographs of Brilliant's work
and wi!! be published in the faU.
A retros...."("tive of Brilliant's
work was held L", Faner HaU in
1976. It contained melre than 70
pieces oi her worl' and took up
four rooms in Faner Hall.
The list of her achievement.<:.
is f l!emingly endless, She wu
elected a. Fellow of the Royt.1
Society of Arts. the In·
ternational Society of Arts Ilnd
Letters and a member of the
Society of Portrait ScuiptoiS.

Tonight & Saturdgy

Through
all
of
her
achievement.;. she maintains
very high praise for Delyte
Morris.
"Morris started with nothing
and made this fine college," she
said. "All he had in Ed·
wardsville was a piece of
growtd. fie tried to give in·
spiration to the students to give
their best at school and their
best in life. He was alway~
working to make the collf>e1e a
better place. a more ~autiful
place, And he did an excdlent

7&9:ISpmS1.50

Sunday
~ web of murde:
intrigue and passion
Diva

7 &9:15pm
SUO
co-sponsored by GSC
Stvdent C...totr Auditorium
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'Great strides' in child welfare
aim at first-abuse prevention
8y Jennifer Phllllps
Starr Writer

Those in the field of child
abuse prevention are optimistic.
"'n the near future. there will
be a new direct'on in prevention," said Norman Jacob,
adoption coordinator for the
East St. Louis Region of the
l:'inois Department of Chila...·~n
and Family Services. "We're
making great strides in child
weUare."
Jacob was one of four
sPf'akers Tuesday on "New
Diredions in Child Abuse
Prevention," part of l.he 1983
Human Resources r"nfere,lCe.
The "Chicago model," a
treatment program geared
toward dealing with sexual
abuse and preventing a second
incident, will most likely be
initiated statewide soon. he
said.
Sexual
a buse
usually
develops over time so it is
important to break the cycle
early. he explained. The
Chicago model uses the threat
of prosecution as a deterrent.
"Short of the court, we have
no clfut." he said.
Along with prevention of
initial and repeat,ed incide~
of abuse, Jacob :;aid trying to
keep the children in the home is
a priority.
"Removing children from

their homes is disruptive," said
Dr. Barbara Meddin . I. hurr.an
resources
consultant
in
Southern IlIint-is. "We are
trying to prevent unnecessary
removal- the longl"f a child is
removed, the mOf!" the chance
of J:Mo!llg returned
down."
Meddin said chil abuse is on
the rise but deaths resulting
from abuse are decreasing.
She stressed that counselors
need to learn to identify lughrisk abuse cases.
First, characteristics and
behavior of the child shotjld be
note<J. such as age and ab:lity to
~f~1 himseU. The ch:uacteristics of the caretaker sh.::uJd
also be n:>ted, she said, as in
their ability and willingness lo
protect the child?
The characteristics of the
perpetrator should be CO!1sidered, she said, explaining
that it's easier to deal with those
who accidently hurt their child
than those who do it intentionally. The quality of the
environment should be looked
at, too, since she said there is a
direct correlation between
abuse and econonll~ conditions
aOO unemployment.
TlJe two other speakers.
Luann Atkms and John Lutzker,
help parents who have abused
thetr children or are pote:: jal
abusers deal with their

loes

problems.

Atkins, executive director of

FDA approves contraceptive
WASHINGTON AP - The
Food and Drug Administration
has approveo an over-thecounter contraceptive sponge
for women which is as effective
as the diaphragm.
The DeW product will be sold
under the brand name Today by
V.I•. I. ~. of Costa Mesa,
Calif. It IS ~ted to be
available in drug stores
nationwide by mid-year. selling
for about $1 per sponge.
The contraceptive sponge will
be filled with spermicide. It
prevents conception in three
ways: by releasing a chemical
which inactivates l"oerm,
blocking the cervix sO that
sperm cannot enter and trap-

ping and absorbing semen so

that fewer sperm are free in the
cervical canal.
FDA spokeswoman Fay
Peterson said the sponge has
about an 85 percent effectiveness rate, roughly the
same range as for a diaphragm.
Diaphragms, like birth
control oills and intrauterine
devices must be obt..ined by
prescription. The company is
promoting the sponge as an
Inexpensive and convenient
alternative to the prescription
products. The new product is
effective for 24 boors.

wt~i ~ for points In 8 ball, 9 ball, oM Itralght pool.
~ the third .-.t wi. .,

tt. individual with the least points
i'rlz.. boNd on 161K'.tttc1p..""ts•
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....... ___ .H.II .... eertr~ .........
thInI .............. ~1IoaImtore
$ponIofwd by Student Center hcreath.'C'I.

'10oodard

Dr. Brian E. Woodard
CHIROPRACTOR

Parents Anonymous ~n nIinois,
said "Each of us has the
OFFICE (618) 529-4646
Hours By Appo'ntme n 1
potential :() harm the ones we
604 Eastgate Orlve
love."
Aft", Hoors Emergency
Pc. Box 3424
PA is more traditional
(6181457~8776
Carbondale. IllinoIS 62901
~
therapeutic help - a seU-help ;~iiii.;i;;iiiiii.;iiiii__=_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:::;;::::;;:;;;;_;;;;;;;;;;,r
group - that can serve as a
bridge to professional coun·
seling, she said.
Lutzker is the coordinator of
1) You want quality housing
the Behavior Analysis and
2) You like central air conditioning
~~~bRrtati~~of~~~te o:t s~t~
3) You hate high prices
C and the program coordinator
4) You love washer & dryers
of Project 12-Ways, which
works to treat and prevent child
abuse.
The program provides ser·
5) Rent a Woodr\Jff mobile home
-;ices teaching parents how to
6) Rent ot competitive rotes
manage high stress situations,
7) Rent ot Southern, Nelson or Malibu courts
how to e:ive their children
emotional rewards, stress
8) Rent while selection las~s
reduction, self-<:ontrol training.
among many other things.
call
Training is also provided for
children, he said. such as
shoelace tying, stopping bed457-3321
wetting, and hygiene.

I
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Chair Postitions Open

AU position. ..~ open for the t 983·84 Academic Year.

- &ecutive Chair
- Center PrOlJRD1!llinl
-CCHIIOrta
- Exprasive IU'tI

-FUma
e Fine Ana

- New HorizoDi

e PromotioDi

-Special Ever,ts
e Salukl Spirit
eTravel &. Recreation

-Video

Applications are available in the SPC Office
Jrd/loor Str~ent Center
Deadline fa TodaY,5pm

Health and
Fitness Guide

Cheerleader Tryouts

PHYSiCAl. MTNES8

Blc:ycle Malat_ee and Touring
- Tbree !leplll'llte clinics 10 be IIeld

Saturda) and April 16 and ZI from 1
10 3 p.m. on East Patio of Recreation
Center. In inclement weather.
clinics in Golf Room. No registration

required.
Disc Golf - Leam How - Meets
from 3 10 5 p.m. Wednesday and
April 'r1 on Recreatioo Center Dille:
Golf Course. No registration
required. Bring your Frisbee or
check one out from Recreation
Center Equipment Desk.

Lakeside Joggers - Inlormation
on injury prevention, shoe selection.
nutrition and basic physiology 01
joggillJ provided. Come dressed 10
jog. Group meets from 4:30 to S:3O
p.m. Monday. and Wednesdays
through MIl,· 4 at Campua Lake Boat
Dock. No reglsu-atioo required

Shaplag Up -

CLINICS
Mon. 4/11 thru
Thurs. 4/14
7pmAreno

~
S.uu., S".'T

TRYOUTS
50t4/16
9amArena
You must attend on. clinic

For more Information
Call Tom Sparks. SPC
Spirit Chairman at
536-3393

Strengthening.

:::~ti::",c:,~~t!r~~~

fortable cloths and shoes. Meets
from 7 109 p.m. WedDesday in Room
158 in Recrelt~:<lII Center. No
registration required. More information, 536-4441.
MlND-BODY -SPIRIT

s: ~M~onr",:~ t::': p?:

~:'

Tuesday in the Mississippi Room.
No registration required

Menstr1la.l Problems - Two-week
class to cover techniques lor
relieVing symptoms of premen-

==~o~':.:'-:!C'1:r

two cor...ecutive weeks beginnin&
~·'!:'nday. Pre-registw by
the Wellness Center.

callina

I:W-ii@al'l
. *wefix

~EOS· .•:··AMPUfIERS

Tm DECKSIRADIOS/P'A:s
BAND SOUND EQUIPMENT
promptoc:ourteoaS.expert
All wwk paranteed!

~11UHL~

liS s. Ulinois Ave./c.tIondaIe

. . 529-5501 Ask.fQr Tim
-

"lOam~~~on·~t

. =--
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Student plays provoke thought
By Jeann. Hunter
Staff Writer

Wednesday night's "An
Evening of New Plays," was
entertaining and occasionally,
thought provoking.

~~~:'I~?ri;~:a~=~

plays, "01'1 Holiday," "A
Family Sec-et" and "Violet's"
is b..~ing presented in the
Labonltory Theater at 7 p.m.
Friday through Sunrlay. Tickets
are $.'2.
"On Holiday, " written by Ken
Robbins and directed by Cindy
Totten, is about a middle-aged
civil war veteran on a
pilgrimage to the battJe fields
where he once fought.
Peyton, played by Peter
Elton, is obsessed by thoughts
of a boy he encountered while
laying wounded. This obsession
however, was not clear until
near the end or the performance.
Monologues were used to
express difierent views of war.
Robbins' own opiniOns seemed
to be vented through Peyton.
Elton as Peyton delivered a
respectable but not spectacular
versi&n of an obsessed man
trying to explain why he Is
obsessed.
The averag!'! quality of the
monologue was IlGt only Elton's
fault. Extraneous lines interrupted the flow and the tone
of what was being said.
The boy. Jonathan Ellis, and
his parade or wounded soilders.
at the front and hck of this
production was inten>sting but I
wondered if it was added as an
afterthought or in an attempt to
bring deeper meaning to the
play. It was anti-climatic.
.. A Family Secret" written by
Leslie Sloan, and directed by
Greg Turley was about the
sorrow that accompanies dark
family secrets and the anger

and frustratioo that arrises
when these secrets surface.
Cornelius Winchester is
Jacob, who is returning home
over a year after he left. Only
the adults, Jacob, Mary Louise,
played by Gail Davenport and
Grandpa, played by Arthur
Morgan, know why he left.
The reason is re\'ealed when
Jacob and Mary Louise explode
into an arguement. A range of
emotions are displayed very
well by Davenport and Winchester.
While the audience is
eavesdropping so are the
children, Gwen, played by
Cheryl Hall and Samuel. played
by Ke\rjn Jeilkins.
Jenkins and H,,11 did a fine job
of behaving like children and
Morgan, as the grandfather,
w:tS outstanding - his Crippled
walk, tired moans, mumbhngs
and advice made him the mostlikable character.
"A Family Secret" succeeds
in demonstrating that problems
never di'i8ppear. They jtL<;t wait
on the bo'ckbumer to resurface
sometimt in the future.
Yet, "A Family Secret" is
unbelievable because the
problems presented in the play.
com nitting adultery, cheating
on a spouse and discovering the
true identity of a parent, were
soIv ·11 too quickly.
For example, Samuel's
discovery that Jacob is not his
rea) father is smoothed over
much too fast. Sloan let the
potential for a very emotional
mteraction between father and
SOlI slip by and in the nrocess
destroyed the believability of
the ptay.
"Violet's," directed by Mark
Rabin, was very believable
although it incorporated the
ghostly returD of Amilia
Calhoun, played by Chris
Banholzer.
Pamela O'BoyIe as Abigail

Calhoun-Gray
and
John
Raistrick as Daniel Gray
played a young love-struck
couple deciding to buy a piece or
land that was part of the
Calhoun heritage.
Author Pam BilJingsl~ did a
Cine job of weaving Ame.ili into
the play and into a c(>.wer.;ation
with Abigail Calhou:l-':Tray via a
concurreDt monologue that
merged into a single conversation.
The lu to 15 minute critique
~ions between the individual
plays is a bad idea. Perhaps
these sessions should be held
during only (\n~ or two per(ormances. Ev-:n better. they
could be held "fter the plays so
only those who were seriously
interested would attend.
The sessions, while valuable
to the actors, authocs and
directors weren't of interest to
everyone. They may have even
deterred interest in seeing the
plays. Who wants to pay $2 to
attend a classroom-type review
session.
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SINCE 1876
W. make the best SCII'Idwict.s
in town and our soda
fountain still produces old
foshIonecI its cream goodies.
The good old dGys are still
happening at the Pomona
~IStor.
Southof~on

Soprano will present recital
Martha WursteD, soprano,
will present a graduate student
recital at 8 p.m. Saturday in the
Old Baptist Foundation Chapel.
Accompanying her will be
Richard Wurs~n.

Desl.n-the-Lo.o Contest!
Recrattoo tor SHcIIC POPUIaIIonI Is IHMCK'IIUI • contat to :
cItveIcW • Ioto for T-slIIrtIlIId IIObfIdtllIlKlUt tIMIr "'otralna.
RecratIon for $Mill PoPuIdOnI PfCMdII . . . . , retl"allonll
PfC·.rams for AU. ltudcnllln 1tI.... . , .....
C;,cdoor recratton.lOdIC ICtIvtt\a. Iftd POI1I PI'N~'"

Route

+

SUNDAY NIGHT

'+' f1J MUNDOMEMORIAL~ENEFIT
'+'
In honor of James J. Mundo
"The World's Greatest htshman-

~

Doors open 6pm

T

'+'

Music by 4 on the Floor
All proceeds donated to Mundo's family

I'D....-."-'-'Y
ISmi'"
T_-",

'0,_,...
.....
,:1-_,...

Included in Wursten's performance, will be works by
Lully, Rameau, Schumann,
Mozart and Blitzstein.
1be ~rformance is free and
the public is invited to atten.l.

QOSEOMONOAY

r£\ PINCH PENNY (£J
~

~

LIQUORS
605 E Grond l_i, Park :11'1·3348

Hours' 11·1 M·Th 10·2 f·Soll 1 Sun

Liquor~

Wines
~.

This is
no cheap
~~Zza !

II.

Oh, sure. we could cut
down on the aize. ~

':.':""...e-.

artificial
akl;;:P
:;., !tie items and then sell
it two lor one. But we
just don't believe in doIhg
bu8i~ that way.
For over 20 years, Wfive
been making the best
pizza we know-how, and
'N8've been delivering it
free. in 30 minutes or less.
Call us, ltlnighl

r-----·------------·---~
".00oftany'8'"pizz&

SI
I

II

One coupon per pizza
ExpirM: 5117/l1:li

F.... F_ DIII1NIY
616 E. WaJnut
East Gate PIaz.<t
Phone: 4574T71i
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6pkcans

2.~!

•••.•

SmlrnoH

~~~;nania)

V;';;

all 750ml

~1.'1
6pk cans

2.43
~Iunlt.
(Italy)

IIDh9'12.43
6pkcan

BUSCH. 4.57
12pk btfs

.r~
12pkbtls

~
l:lpkbtls

all 750ml

2.19

701.8pk.

2.76
Mascoutah
ZeIl.rKafz

3.57

(Germany)

Gallo
(California)

4.19

all 1.5

3.00

2 16 Cane'
•

~

Premlat

all 750 ml

(Italy)

~

2.11

&J

~. Canadian
MI.t

~
~

liter

"

Arrow

6.62

Peppermint Schnapps

3."
G~":r;~ ~
750ml

lacarda
.... ,
Rum liter 6.52 '~

Ialley'.lrlah
Cnam 750 mI 12.19

WINE TASTING SATURDAY 2.5pm
Inglenook Chabll. a1l1.S

4.29·

Talent evident in faculty art show
By Jeff Wilkinson
Staff Writer

Recent works by the SIU-C
Art faculty are currently on
dis~y

at Mitchell Gallery in
Quigley Hall. The exhibit gives
the faculty the opportunity to
show their work as professional
artists while demonstrating the
diversity and depth of the SIU-C
Art Department.
Highlighting the show are two
oil and two pastel still lifes by
Larry Bernstein and a strong
showing of glass works by Bill

Boyson.

Both "Deck Beam Shadows
110.4" and "Nude in Wicker
Chair IY' 2" capture in oil the
soft hlld of sunshine and green
plants of a warm afternoon on
the front porch. "Japanese
Chest With Saki Bottle" and
"Nude Figurines With Black
Gods" are two views in pastel of
objects on a tabletop. Bern·
stein's use of color and his
refmed style bring to life the
still objects and evokes a
peaceful, almost oriental at·
mosphere.
Bill Boyson's exquisite
g1asswork: Rose Colored Bowl,
Iced·tea Pot, and Half Dozen
Long Stemmed American
Beauties wine glasses. were
uniquely elegant. The tall
graceful designs are balanced
with a freedom of expression
that make the works as human
as they are enchanting.
The angry watercolors of Ed

Shay come to twisted life in his that combine
sculpture.
"Ambush II and III.' In the two pajntin~ and printmaking. The
views of the same scene. a man former IS perspective statement
and a woman sit peacefully at a of the artists chair sculped in
set table in front of a fireplace the foreground with a drawing
while their subconscious runs of his dining room. The latter is
rampant throughout the room. curious mixture of an empty
Two abstract, nude, screaming room. a wooden dog and a
figures chase each other in the mysterious black box.
air while wild colors fly about
Other works in the show are a
the room. The odd angle and
elegant
pencil
subject of the work make them typically
the most striking of the show. drawing and two watercolors by
George Mavigliano Herb Fink. A curious bronze
represents the art historians scul~ture entiltled "La Porta
with three delicate handbound XXI' and an egually surreal
books in leather, linen and pencil drawing entitled "First
Chapter of Another Ontological
handmade Japanese paper.
Joel Feldman's brown print Argument."
The exhibit is diverse and
entitled situation is an entriguing confrontation between represents some of the finest art
work
being produced in the
two empty chairs that contrasts
his
two
other
works. area. Most of the works are for
by
the artist. The exhibit
sale
"Rememberance" and "Closed
Box" are mixed media works will run through April 21.

This . . .kend 'RID'S 10..
Itack to the benla with Orou,.
0.... Autrey would
feel comfortable on stage.
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SexisIn, hUlDor Inesh in play
By Cynthia Rector
Staff Writer

taught me almost everything I
know about sexism so I couldn't
think of anyone
better
qualified," Neither could Pat.
Tod, a freelanc:-e 1II>Titer, has
written seven plays in the little
over a year since he began. He
cites Harold Pinter and Eugene
O'neill as major playwrighting
influences, but hiS biggest influence, es{M!Cially for "Bloody
Murder," IS Samuel Beckett.
.. A couple of Christmases ago
Pat bought me a copy of
"Waiting for Godot " , which
inspired me to write an absurdist kind of play. I read a
great deal of Beckett and the
whole play was kind of written
on a Samuel Beckett high."
Tod chose to produce Bloody
Murder rather than another
play because he feels what !s
said is relevant to Carbondale's
type of audience and he feels the
tiilJe is ripe.
He wants to point out that
while a concern about sexism
and feminism initiated the
script for "Bloody Murder,"
and is a strong theme in tie

Tod Alcott, who began writing
in a high school in a creative
writing class "because it
sounded interesting," recently
~TOte a
comic play about
sexism, because he wants to
make peopl"! think,
The play "Bloody Murder: or
Girls~ Girls' Girls!" will be
performed at 8 p.m. Friday
night in Ballroom B. The play is
self -produced; the price is
nothing.
For Alcott, a former member
of Cut Rate Comedy, his
feminist convictions and his
sense of the bizarre aren'l as
incongruous as some might
antiCipate.
"I don't think there's
anything that can't be understood better throu!lh comedy
or laughter," Tod said in an
introspective way.
When
-discussing his work, he is
sometimes meticulous. as
though he were compo"ing at
his typewriter. Other times
sentences role out of his mouth
- when he does impromptu
comedy and when he gets excited about a subject.
"In this particular case it
wasn't that difficult to make
sexist
characters
funny,
because they are funny in real
life."
Tod's close lriend Pat Murray
is direc~ing the play. "She

Individually designed
Wedding rings.

work. So far, he says he's shown
the script to a number of friends
but he is anxious to expose it to
a much larger audience.
Tod's comic influences have
been Monty Python, Woody
Allen, Steve Martin and most
recently late-night king David
Letterman.
"Yes, the play is funny. Or, it
should be funny. We're trying
our darndest to see that it's
funny," Tod promises.
He hopes peoole will see
"Bloody Murder,f because "I
feel it deals with a lot of very
important issues but not in a
way that makes people feel
guilty or awful or anything like
that. It's something that you
can enjoy but still learn from."
No one is sponsoring this play
All eXp.!nses have come out of
the pockets of cast members
and director.

There are three businesses
in my "New location.
Askfor Allan.
H

218 S. Illinois
529-2341
I buy or trade for scrap gold
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"The woman in the pray could
just as easily be any kind of a
minority. All sorts of things
could be given meaning in the
play."
Audience members are invited to a critique session as
soon as the play has concluded.
Tod wants feedback on his

CUSTOM SANDALS
10% OFF TILL APRIL 15th

After

The

Spm

Barefoot Cobbler

Piano students to give recital
The advanced piano students
of Steven Barwick, professor in
the School of Music, will present
their annual Piano Concerto
Concert at 8 p,m. Friday.
The concert will be in Shryock
Auditorium.
Seven pianists will perform
works ranging from Mozart's
Concerto in A Major to Gershwin's "Rhapsody in Blue," Of
unusual interest will be the

Concerto for Left Hand Alone by
Maurice Ravel. Movements
from concertos by Mendelssohn
and Rubinstein will also be
featured.
The stltdents are Jeanne
Deneal, Clair Sellars, MahnHee Kang, Chi-Kun Liao, Roger
Tyler, Donna Haney and Betsv
Edmonds.
The concert is free and open
to the public.
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'Mth !he price 01 fine jewetry
today. It'S good tb know !hat a jeWelry-qua/ily Stladlum flng IS now

more afforddble than ever. Saveand choose from a variety 01
beautiful styles Then personalize
your nng with custom options !hal
express your tasles. your InleresIs. VOl achtevements
[)ate , - . . ,

Tme

Every hne SIIadlum ring IS
crafted with careful attentIOn to
. detail. and backed by the

ArtCarJed FuM L.detime Warranty.
Now. allhese spectal S8VII'lQS !he
value.s exceptlOnaf! Don't ~
IhIS opportuIlIty to gel a beaubful
buy on a fine ~ ring. VISit
!he ArtCarved Rong Table soon.
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Liquid diets provide nutrients,
but take Illoney, dietician says
8y Mary Pries
Starr Writer

The fad diet.
It's a popular and seemingly
easy way to shed some pounds.
But before trying a fad diet,
dietitian Jan Endres said a
person shoulC:' get a picture of
the diet and see if he can live on
it.

In a presentation at Memorial
Hospital in Carbondale, Endre&
showed slides of a typical meal
plan for various diets. Endres
explained how seeing the pictures could affect a person's
decision about trying to survive
on only those foods or in some
cases, li~uids. For many of the
diets, a PICture of it could cause
a person to wonder about the
nutritional value.
For the past year, Endres has
worked with the Illinois State
Council on Nutrition to evaluate
several diets. The diets were
rated on how well they fulfilled
recom mended dietary
allowances and the need for

eng~'four of the

Endn's said many liquid diets
not only don't give a person
everything he needs, but they
also take much of what he needs
- money. Canned powders to
add to low-cal beverages, for
example, sell for about $18,
which is $2.60 per day.
"Dieting depends upon food,
not just liquids or supplements," she said. "Some
time ago there was a diet pill
called Metra-Cal. That helped

p~ ~~$~and '~ofu>

40 .. 50% OFF regular price
• Calvin Klein. Sasson. Jordar.he •
Gloria Vanderbilt a Bill Blass
Apri19th
and others
9
3'3Op
3t the
am-.
m
Saturday
Men', otyIes
Marlon Holiday Inn
GtrI'. styIo!s

some women lose weight. But
when they stopped taking it and
returned to their old eating
habits, they actually gained
back more weight."
Endres said when a person
loses weight without doing
exercise, he almost always
gains the weight back sooner or
later.
"It has to be a commitment
for life to a diet and exercise
program," she said
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Today's puzzle
ACROSS

1 Esparto
5 VertiCal
10 Short race
14 Garrnilnt
15 Taste
16 PImply

problem
17 Negative
contraction
18 Cooling:
2wds.
19 Be listless
20 Loathe
22 Loll around
24 Reagan. to
pals
25 Plant
27 Georgia
city
29 Fed callie

59 Besk:k

pnlmier

67 Untender

69 Garage 70 - Chamber

Puzzle answers
are on Page 14.

71 Unknot
72 Ureek Es
73 Lugs
74 Skins

DOWN
26 Kingly
28 "So sorry'"
29 Trudge
30 Helper
31 Was fond

35 Lukewarm
37 Overly
Showy:

46 Citrus
48 Storm
51 BrOken-down
53 Gels tight
54 " Macabre"

For whe Runner

56 BritISh
composer
57 Bee

noble

61 Instrument

39 Trust
41 Toronto's -

Lama
43 En'oys

C".ey & Burgundy
Sky Blue
Silver Blue

Olaga Kt. 26 *****
5 Star Rated, Runners World Mag~/ne
ladles Sizes 5-'0 Reg. '42" Now '24"

Switch to:

55 lanat

2 MIS
38 Moslem

_

~

Questions for the debate may
be delivered in sealed envelopes
to the USO office before 5 p.m.
Friday.

75 ConSigned

3 Grotesque
ammonIac
4 Vouch
33 Illuminated
5 Recondite
34 Racist
6 Spnnted
36 Mongolian
7 Immoral
40 Of some
8 Be.te<age
poems
9 Ooc1ors
42 Furnish
10 Ob,;lrl.C1
44 More or less 11 Future oak
45 AT'! t<ansler
12 Beezer
47 Shunned one 1:' Rinse color
49 Fuel
21 Slump
SO Relative
23 InSIpId

Deli

Presidential
candidates
for
the
Undergradu<lte
Student
Organization will d.,~te at 7
p.m. Monday ir: the Student
Center ·~th floor video lounge.
Trojan Party candidate
... Subs. Salads.
.
.
Bruce Joseph WIll debate
go
Maverick Party candidate
~. Cheesecake. Quiche.
Steve Petrow.
Vice presidential
candidates
Stephanie
Jackson I::=:::i~_:iiii:;;:;:::=:;;:_iiiiiiiiii:::====;
•
Greathouse
arid
tend Mike
but win
not debate.will at•
rj
r

60~

62 Barracuda
65 Hungarian

1 Bitler
:2 MiSlay

~~~==

Free Lunch Deliveries
11-1 :30 ~
'
549-3366

52 Tardy
54 Had YIsions
58 Vliater bird

32 -

I!!.

USO candidate8
to debate Monday

Men's Osaga K.T. Forerunner
New Kinetic Sole
Sizes 6Y2-"4
Reg. '45" Now '24"
Limited Quantity

63 Spirit
64 Examination

66 Time pers.
66 " - BIas"

501
E- Walnut
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Cocktail
Lounge

106 S. IlIInoi.
Carbondal.
529-3097
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J'ob loss· is like death, divorce
according to church speaker
By Duane Scbombert

Staff Writer

Since a job rrovi~ financial
and emotiona !!l':Curity, a SP.DSe
of loss OCCUJ"!', when a per-..uu
loses a job, according to Denis
Junge, doctoral student in
guidance and educati.onal
psychology .
"The effects of job loss are
similiar to other types of losses,
such as death or divorce,"
Junge said Tuesday night at st.
Frances Xavier Church in the
second of a series of discussions
sponsored by the Interchurch
Council, which deals w!th the
unemployed.
While the loss may not be as
intense as losing a loved one,
Junge said, a person usually
deals with it in much the same
way by going through a cycle of
stages.
The fll"St stage is the shock
stage, which Junge said can
occur in the type of situation
where a boss informs an employee that he has been laid off
with no prior notice.
"During this stage," he explained, "a person is sort of
numb and confused. They may
also go through a short period of
panic."
When a person is ready to
face the reality of losing a job,
Junge said they progress mto

the denial stage.
"The person says, 'I went out
a.,d four.d that job. I can find
a".lother ont'.' Somc prople turn
t~ alcohol during this pt'nod alid
totally obliterate the reality
that they don-t have a )00." he
said.
As a person becomes more
conscious of his situation, he
may become angry. Junge said.
He added that a person experiences frustration. rejection
and guilt during this stagt' and
may attribute these feelings to
being treated unfairly.
The person may manifest his
answer in two ways. according
to Junge. The anger can outwardly be directed toward a
spouse or children, or inwardly
which leads to the depression
stage.
"All the rejection and guilt a
person feels is directed inward,
and
they
start
feeling
inadequate. Therefore. they t'?ll
themselves
they
are
inadequate," Jung~ said. "This
is considered the lowest point of
.elf~teem. The person can he
very sad, pes!,imistic, or
lethargic.
"During the depression stage.
a person may give up and not

look for a job. or it can be a time
when a pel"SO!l decides to take
action. He decides things aren't
that bad and realizes it is up to
him to ~o out and do
something.'
Tnc decision tt' do something
I'!ads a person into the ac·
ceptance stage. which contains
a I:igh degree of rational
thinking on behalf of the in·
dI :lual, Junge said.
"The person goes out and
ta,'es action and does not
perst'Cute himself. They don't
attribllte all the bad experieoces to himself, which
cause bad feelings withir
himself." he said.
Because a job provides in·
terpersonal relations, structure
in one's life, and a feeling of
being needed. Junge said it is
normal to experience a sense of
loss when that job is done.
"If a person rec09,Dizes their
loss and tries to come up with
some strategies to substitute for
that loss, then they can go into
the stage of acceptance," he
said. "This loss situation can
then by turneci into a positive
situation for positive and
creative growth."
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Mainstreet East
to be 8ite of benefit
Donations from a benefit to be
held Sunday at Mainstreet East
will go to the Howard Brown
Medical Clinic in Chicago for its
research into Aquired Immune
Deficiency Symptom, better
known as AIDS.
AIDS ia a medical syndrome
which during the past year and
a half has becoIne a health
problen: of major proportion.
Gay met: renresent 7S percent
of the known cases. A person
diagnosed with AIDS isn't
expected to live more than a
year.
The benefit, which asas for a
$2 donation at the door, will
include prizes, raffles and a
dating game.
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'Open door'to China enhanced
through travet-study program
will givt- tudents some new
perspectives by their dEferent
rnet.,,?rls and li,fprMches to
teachmg. Wu sa·_.
Sichua~ w~il also arrange
visits to hldustrial facilities.
communes hospitals. schools
ar .<.1 Chines.~ families. The visits
will be cooriinated to fit into the
aca.iemic curriculum.
T:!~ }J'-ogram will also include
tours to various parts of China.
including the Gr.!at Wall and
Peking. Qingcheng i\'lountain
and Xian. Qingcherig Mountain
is the home of the panda. and
Xian is the most ancient capital
flf China where 6.000 terra-cotta
warriors and horses guard the
tr,mb of the Emperor Qin Shi·
!luang.
Wu said that through this
study program, "the student
will acquire not only the fundamental. important knowledge
of Chinese history and culture.
but also develop a true understanding of. contemporary
Chir.ese society and people."
Because of the gore will of
Sichuan University. WI,; said.
students will be ('ha .. ~ed
reasonable tuition and rOtm
and board fees. He SCold that Viis
is
"probably
the
::oust
economical summer study
program in China among

8" Lin Sichols

staff Writer

A rravel-study program to be
offered this summer by SIV-£,
"'ill not only provide interested
students and community
members with a once-in-alifetime learning opportunity.
but may also open the door for
long-tenT! cooperation between
SIV-C and Sichuan t:niversity
In China.
The program. which will last
from June b to Aug. 12. is 'Jpt'n
to anyone who would like It'
learn more about Ct,inese
history and ct.lture. Tien-wei
Wu, history pr'Jfessor al SIU-C
and leader I)f the expedition,
described Sichuan as "~he most
prestigious. comprehensive
universitv in southwest C!"Iina."
ParticiPants wiil have the
opportunity to study a wde
range of courses. induJ·.ng
philosophy. politic:;] science,
economics. archaeology and
literature. The CO'.lI'Ses will be
jointly conducted by Wu. Jared
Dorn. assistant director of
international education at SIU·
C. and faculty members at
Sichuan.
The Sichuan instructors,
sIJ:::!e of whom are the best in
China In their respedi';e fields,

American universities." Wu
estimates the total cost for each
participant at $3,500, plus SIU-C
tuition and incidental expenses.
All partiCipants are required
ItJenroll for six hours of work at
SHj-C for either credit or audit.
Both
undergraduate
and
graduate courses are avail:.;,le
Courses will be delivered in
English, so students need het
know Chinese. Those interested
in learning Chil1{!5e can enroll in
a six·week intensive course
Wu said the program may be
the cornerstone upon which
SIU-C can build a standing
relationship with Sichuan
University. He said that every
other
large
American
university has such relations.
"We are very much behind," he
said.
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Any student who is interested
in participating in the travel·
study program or who wishes
more information, may contact
Wu at 453-4391 or Dorn at 4535774. The deadiine to sign up i:;
April 30.
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SIU-C would benefit not only
educationally from such a
Iiason with Sicliuan, out
spiritually and culturaliy as
well. Wu said.
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Women in theater listing compiled
amateur theater. a" well as
theater departments in colleges
and universities throughout the
United States.
The directory is aimed at
enccuraging the sharing of
information among women in
theater, she said. It provides
names. home and office ad-

A '.isting of women in theater
has been compiled by Patricia
Are)' business manager for the
Depa'rtme"t of Theater at SF~:·

c. The

"1982-03 Directory of
WOIl.,'n in Theater in America"
is a 3t; ·page listing of women
working in professional and

dres..'Il'S, areas of specialization,
curre.,t
occupations
and
educational backgrounds for
women ill theater.
Arey said the directory will be
published ann·lally. Free copii!S
of the directory are available
from Arey at the Department of
Theater.

aiel
Style
315 S. illinois Ave.
529-3851

T.G.l.F. WITH
.J.'s PROGRESSIVE

.

4

~1.

6 pk con

~#

=
_.

12 pk bottles
12pk cons

Cella
Lambrusco-Bianco-Rose

750ml

5

HAPPY HOUR
3 ..8 PM
'5.0rgasms
SAT. QNLY:l-l0pm

75. Kaml-Kazls
75. Watarmelons

BEER
ClARDE"
Enjoy fresh air with 'he
Cheapest Beer in Town/

~
8

!.~: ~
.....
~
a
4~48

•
2.38 "'-

Wine Taltlng 2.5pm
Saturday. April •
Almaelen Mt. Rhine 1.5 liter
Concha y Toro Chilean
Ca~.rn.t $Guyllnon 750 ml
Baeanll

light or dark

liter

Burnett'. Gin

750ml

4.57
3.43
6.67
4.86

SmlrnoH
·Man Reb.

1.50

aft.r rebate 1.'1

rh. mos' convenient s'ore in
'own oilers a wide select/on
ch. .~e. mea's and fresh

0'

baked bl'eed.
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2.38=

Roseqar.en Llebfraumllch
2 67
·~r-__________________7_50
__
m_'________·=---,

11.
11.

lS-fI

I ... ,

1..

SPIED. AILS

TS OUART
7

101

.

:..M

Black Lab.1

6 pk cans

--CampusBrie~---THE SIU-C Radio and TelevlsiOll
rtment win present its annual
onvention Thursday. April 21,
rough Saturday, April 23. There
ill be workshops, lecturf'~ and a
anquet. Interested penon! may
811453-4343 or 536-1S:;" for more
nfonoation.
FREE MOTORCYCLE riding
asses wid be offered by the Safety
;enter teginning Monday. Course 4
'ilI meet Monday, Wedne<-.da.j' Uld
'day from 8:30 a.m. to i2:30 p.m.
pril 11 through 22. Coul'\.'<e 5 wiu
eet . Monday, Wednesday and
'day frum 3 to 7 p.m., April I:
'II "UK~ 2? Cnurse 8 will "!::et
esday and ThursO.i ~~"m 3 to 1
.m. and Saturday from 9 a.m. to 1
.m., April 12 to 23. Interested
rsons may contaM tbe Office of
tinuing Education at 536-7751 for
istration informau'll\.
CARNIVAL
BOOTHS
for
pringfe.!'t '83, April 23, are
vailable
to
all
student
anizations. Persons interested
ay call 536-3393 for more in·
ormation.
PHOTOGRAPHY WORKSHOPS
'D be conducted frum 9:30 to 11
.m. on Saturdays (April 9, 16, 23, 30
dMa) -: and 14). Tuition is S25 and
·;,~tudents must bring cameras and
~;:'\supplies. Interested penons may
;~c.'l:ontact Lois Carrier, 402 Skyline
\.,I)r:ve, CarbondaJe, to register.

THE SOUTHEItN illinois Native Careers." Frpe copies may be
Plant Society ',wiD meet at 7 p.m. picked up at Woody Hall 8204.
Friday in Life Science II 404 for a
presentation by Robert MohlenF.A.C. T .S .. Friday Afternoon
brock, SIU-C botany professor The Chats. will host Bronislaw u;~tzd 01
the
Sociology Department ~l ao
fr:>:~~na~r,I,::n~I~.:Jn~:J.~o informal
meeting from I to 3 p.m.
Interested persons may contact 536- Friday at the Honors House. 803 S.
2331. ext. 'J:l for more information. Oakland.
JACK SLOA:'II, vice president of
THE SIt:-C MEN'S Rugby team
electrical
eh~ineering
for wiD meet WIt: at a match beginning
Aluminum Co. of America
(ALCOA), wiD be thl' guest speairEr ~~t~' K~u~~~ t::t!~r ~~l~
at the MBA meeting at 3:30 p.m. The games wiU be played rain or
frIday in Rehn Hall lOll
shine
FOUR SEPARATE cano€illg
wr.rksMpII sponsored by Recreation
for Special Populations wiU be held
frm.'1 4 to 5 p.m. Monday and

For Ihe firslSO. Nine Monlh fall

CAHONDALI
~ILlHOMU

"RIfE .... to S.I.U.
·loundromat
·Cobl.-vloion

Contracts Signed ot CorDondol3
Mobile Home;

lor 2 BATHS-2 at 3

BEDROOMS .1U-U60

~;~eri~~~·)I:~:hi:~ai~~f!iC~~~o~
Br~nda Cudi'. QUIgley 414. Deadline
f.... applications is April 13.

18 and 20 at campus Lake Boat

Docks. Interested persons may
contact Rick Green, 536-5531. for
more information.

TOUCH OF NATURE will sponsor
a Fun Run and Breakfast at at 9
FREE
CHINA
Student a.m. SUnday. ("barge for the run is
Association will bold a Chinese 50 cents and the breakfast is S3 50.
movie presentation Po: 2 p. or.
Saturday in the Stu.Jent Center
Auditorium. The movie scheduled to
COALITION FOR Change will
be shown is entitled ' 'A City a present " A Plea for the Innocent,
Vangean."
Lebanon's Civilian Victims," a
slideshow prepared by
the
CAREER
PLAlIoNING and American "ripnds Service Com·
Placement Center has received the mitt~. at • p.m. Friday in the
.. Business Week's Guide to Dh.,ois Room .

1

THE BLOCK and Bridle's Ag F'.lD
'::bay will begin at 8:30 a.m. Saturday
the Univer.<ity Farms. Persons
~:,jinterested may call Joe 01' Brian at
.:j 4,;'7-8752 for more information.

mainstreet east

THE
SOUTHERN
Illinois
, Audubon Society will hl'ld its
monthly meeting at 7:30 p.m.
. Friday at the First Federal Savings
and Loan, SOO W. Main, Carbondale.

GAY AND LESBIAN PEOPLE'S UNION

'

4 Big Days.3 Great Nights
At the :;urlside Inn or rirate's Cove
In B..ouliful Daylone: Beach

THE DISTRICT • llIioois Home
Econnm.ics Assnciation is offering a

~Reg~'t~~:r;;!~l: t:~ pl~.ai~~

~.,lat

f

FREEII!

FlorIda VacatIon

and the S.LU

present

~on~ eU~~~~~ie ap~:~~~~;:::~, f~i~i

show a slide presenatiOD entitled
.. Wildlife of Noetb America."

T.'IE
SOUTHEF.:'!
Illinois
AudUbon Society wiD :neet at \I a.m.
Saturday at the Murdait' Shopping
Center Sign for its monthly outing.
BtU Klimstra, prqfessor at snr-<::.
wiD host a tour of Pyramid State
Park. n-e intel'ellted in attendiq
are asked to bring a lunch.
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sunday april 10

$2 donation at door

E T "S
5 E NT

TIME IS RUNNING OUT
Order your

c.~~

& GOWN
TODAY

AbSO:ute Deadline Is APRIL 15

..uaiv.'lily
.00IllI0,e

STUDENT CENTER

Roast
Beef
1010 E. Main
Carbondale
expires 4/10/83

-n/,Jt valid with other dlscounts-

_~torcycl..

Ilcycl.s

1180 SUZUKI GSISO mint eonFull Vetter Fairlnl

dition.

~k.

to

11I8~!le

Yamaha NakamJchI
Technics Alpine

529tt7lAcl41

Ptoneer

1979 Y A.-AHA XS-400 Special

=~J_e:7~~\~' m~~
1m HONDA 250ft, water cooled

,.. . 4&7-6171.

9282Ae134

1174 KAWASAKI 250 Encmo. Runs
:n.~'Cl~rts. Must
93S8Aet3Z

~

r.ctary~""'"

radi;

ii45.Jim.~:..'mIM!r~'

Bose

WEDDING GOWN MARSHALL
Fields sile 5~iece-Yeillll
eluded. CaD 1
aft~~

OO£S

HAND SPIll NO SAU

Harmon Kardan
JVe

• Ports & Aces. for all
bikes largest Inventory In So. illinois
• Best selection
Over 400 bikes In
stock for Immediate

48 hour ~ service on
aD merchandise wuell
Prolastonal car stereo

BRAND NEW TRAILER furniture- coaeb and ebair. Wanted

InstaIJations.
Main Store Open Sundays 1-5

~~~~~~ll eoDsjd~~t.
TWO JOURf:EY TICKETS for
sale. Original prlee. 549-2915.

delivery

946OAfl31

• Most experl8f'lCe-0Y9f'
75 yean of cummulo-

Electronla
PIONEER SX-4 COMPUTEReontrolled reeeiver. $US. Mesa

457-037:::'
921 E. MaIn

turntable, $45. both II monthl!l old.
CaD ~.
9'l:l2Ag131

75 WATI FISHER 135 reeeiver~~~~ '125 or best, a~~~
SUPER

AUDIO

-. 1r
color 125.00 mo.
.V.Renta
-.19'"IIW,I5.00mo.
..... 13" z.nHhS219.00
19'" Zenith S3t9.99
T.y.•epotr......llrna_.
·N.buyT.y........ lngor not

SOUND'

AudiOllics 01 Oreaon amp' and ~

:m:

:t:ro~~i7~~r~b\~ ~t
rr~e:~!~~.g:5";'O:O~~~
Nikko tuner. $100. After 5:00. 457:

7Il93.

lTy

9402Ag139

T.V•••ntal
color
$7.50 wk.

RSALE

$25.00 mo.

Automobiles
1976

CHEVY NOVA -

yz ... ,

,2.39 •••

SONY CASSETTE DECK. tumtables, receiver. Boston ~ers.
All ~or $6OOjl 2-mooths old. Student

8

$4.50 wk.

B&W

cylinder -

!iei.~~~4si-~

Must
9111Aal42

MAGNAVOX
B &W

12"

BUY.SELL-TRADE

Used Stereo & T.V.
Expert Reparls
All Makes & Models

,a••

.., MERCEDES ~
t'YC1.
RlIDS well, ~ paint ~ ~
oIfer. 893-2957.
9385Aa13t

=:il

Lewis Park Mall
(Next to Pick'. Liquor)

V.W. 19'19 BEAUTIFUL red, bdI

549-4833

ties!

9387Aa133

Ilcycl..

='JISIII~~E I.3eM~stral~

automatle~5
an

~goocf~~~I=

FI50 llh:kup
CbenDe M~libu Automatie,

$80.00. negotiable. Chm, 453-4431. '.-

r;:5~~' by OWDer~1
8IJ',

~~=~~;i'!r~
~1

message.

• 191i8 VOLKSWAGE"~. 8,000 miles

549-3612

SDortlng GoodsSUPER GAMEFISHER

g'&r~~b~:cefi::~~~

S85a.OO 52$-11J54.

9401Ak132

Books
BOOK: THE MATTOON Murder!!

~~=~=.~~;;~

by former journalism studenL 8

Pick's Electronics

Im-

$1et::.s~~ battery.~&

27 X 1 ~~ Tubas
$1.75
27 X 11A Tire
$2.74
·SpecloJ Overall
$8.95
Check
·Speclol Tuna-up
wl2 Free cables $11.95
·Speclal Overhaul
wl2 Free cables $23.95

SEA!,~

9363A:a131

1977 NEWPORT, 14 mpg. full
re;;:;.
eIeetric:,
eruise, rear-

edmechonla
.lowe.t Prices
SPECIALS

$79.95

19" $344.95

MERCURY COllET 1972. Body
and emgiDe in eltcei1ellt condition.
58.000 miles. air. new radiatcr and
battery, $1000. 5e-7X7 after Sp.m.

=.;::or~::-ae,

• Inexpensive repairs
Schwinn factory train-

Color 13" $279.95

'75 FORD GRANADA, V~ runs
and looks good, new paint, $1200.
457-Z32'/' after l p.m.
9331Aa131

=~~~~anic:ally

• Racing & Touring exparts. All • taff are
cycl!ats
• Sponsors of SIU Cycle
T.am
• Trlothalon experts

T.V. SALE

~~)!=r~~::n~

sell, most ~nable oIfer: ~
2434 or ~
9302Aa131

1973 DODGE DART_ Bndy

tlve stoff experlQnce

1

YDKSA90

9434Agl36

leavmg, ea 529-3544.

J

549-15a1

715S.~ .•

9316Ai131

~·t~~DPS~:Sb1:;~~~=:

BOll 8034, JODtsboro. Arkansas

72401.

!lCk4Am131

Musical

MlCRCPHONES, STANDS E\l's,
effects, lor sale fir rent. compel e
sound system. Sound Core, 81'/4158.
iUs.'.i1.I42

fOR RENT

."

Apartments

...........&1.
0 - 1.000.000 wan. NpaInd. 7
,.... _____ In Quality . -

......................

............. ~lnelednonla
~_ ... ow _ _

~~~in~.:~6~

8645 eveDing!.
MI3Aa13S
OLDSMOBILE CUTLASS 1m
cUal exhaust, One DeW starter and

=~'OO'~Aa~
19'19 VW CAMPER rebuilt eII(Ii!Ie.

~£~ =:G'i:~.A~~~s~or

--------------~~~~
1981 G~C, 1977 ~

4-doar, 1975

Sal.

Everything Bicycle
Orand OpenIng Sa~.

Commodore 64

• Parts-accs for aU bikes

only'49S
with purchase
of ellsk elrlve

• f'-""lt bike selections

~ Most experience
• Inexpensive Repat-s
• Racing and Touring
• Guaranteed: "Will
not ~ undersold."
• The closest to S.LU.

I::an!I:p~SoU~ ~
- CcmIJllllY_4'7-2ZU.

B9487Aal33

1975 FIAT SPIDER-U4. black with
red interior. Loob and rum grato
$21OG. 887-2736 after 5 p.m. •

529-4800 126 S. Illinois

9459Aa13S

717 S. University A,,>:.

=~:=. ~~~~ti:;
'10115, negotiable. -457-2825.

="ext to NaJder Ster~ )

94114Aa13l

!!~'e:>J:!tm::n=

$2SO.00or beSt. 52&-5811. 944lAa137 •

l:;:.a.:.~~71-~~:.r:-~

l!!!ridReat- 5. •1J,

$S.

:r--.J.5bo$~4£~~~o. i
~""?Q ..

." OSE TO CAMPUS. Sinlle
. ~ apartroenti from S240 10

.. '15 .Per 1ftuDtt-incl~ utilitiel
GlI'deII space a1E8iJable. Call 1 _

3IS~4

1S1lAbl31

p.ge Ja. Dail1 EI7)IUaa.

I

Camera

Pam & Services

USED TIRES. P2f&.75R14 RadIal.

wheel;

529-3113

ua

Ifter $:00 p.m.

9I:l:l2Bal37

I

------------------~~
Apartment.

FURNISHED,

2

FOR FALL, BRAND new 14 wide,
z.bedroom, 1'h ba th, 6 In. exterior
wall, super insulation package.

BEDROOM

apa~k ":~~~s~':er
~B~~~~~~ rrr!~~t ~r fall. Available lIay 15. Call
modern kitchen. Lease ifeglns

JmWlone~·54~.· Mill'B9$ti601~'Baperl42
......

'"

10---------------.
529-4296 or 536-550&.

Now laking Summer. Fall ond Spring

SOLID COMFOR.T YOU can afford
~~ all I!dc~:rfuuWj~~ra1

contracts for efficIenc.... 1 t..droom

To see
and Egyptian at
S. Wall. Ca.lI549-7653.
9245BaI33
FURNISHED EFFICIENCY
APARTMENTS Cl
ac, carpeted, laun~~a~ftW:
457-7403, 529-3929, 529-2574 or 4S7
2134.
B9236Ba143

O'-Wlln-. htttci.
11. L Un.....ty
~'7-1M1 ""UM

~

~!.~:;:ts~Pt. 3 bleck. from

~

(2blk:.r.-.:~PU')

SUBLEASE FOR SUMMER.
bedroom apartment c:lose to
~=: 504 S. Ash. A~B;l~
NiCE NEWER I-BDRM. 509 S.

:a~'m:r1~e::n, $~~e:O~~h, $l:l~

~~~~ 529-3410 o~~
-

SUMMER & FALUSPRING

~~'l'Urn~~~i~gbl~: f~g;

~~~c:!~

iIowntown. all utilities I13id Prefer
single person or mamed couple
No pet~ 6 montb lease witb

nt. plus utilities. 457-4932S317~4~1
re3S40

CARBONDALE

$300

NEWLY
REMODELED
4BEDROOM hou!<e for Summer
sublease. Unfurnished, big yam.

$95 _$130 Mo. Summer
$110.$lSSMo. Fall

94S0Bbl35
3 PEOPLE TO SHARE excellent
remodeled bouse for summer ~~~ Prefer over ~~

$200

bedroom, I-bedroom, and ef

~~~~W~p.~~!.:::

All locations Fum., ale,
clean. No Pets.

fill' DOW or June 1 or later, very
c:om_lnetltive prices, c:aDB529-92S5smBal~
457

I

I

R~~i,as

-

FUR

'}: l:O:m=~ti~~
B 'Idlng N
t N
tI
:iis;.u~~rt.sCan°~~1

Now .Ignlng contracts

O~

for fall

HcIroom fumllh.ecI

tnuht_terlncludecl

CLEAN, QUIET, 1-2-3 bedroom

~~I:~~~~a:rweek~-

4 block. from
campu•• Laundry
facilitle..

9356Ba147
I-BEDROOM

:=~~ ~ ~~Ja~re
B9380Ba'33

May 15.457-2874.

Park 'tf,t. for summer. Prlcr

~~~r L~ 453-4061~

ONE BEDRooMAPI'S., carpeted,

2258.

FALL,

~=:~&3~sJr~rby.

9395Ba133 I
CLOSETocampns.l.l,~'11

Casolrboutt~.L~e petsm-adamInnile5onwOesldtRLof
13wes;~ll~45. B8909Bbl32'
CARBONDALE

DISCOUNT

:~~~r:n~ 3 2be~ f~~~

:Y~b;:f:te<j;r:~:B8927Bbl33
~~~~

HOMEFINDERS WILL HELP you
find a rental! For free service Call
~r~ia~~Vision of ~~~f~

S220 a month for 1 year

THREE BEDROOM HOUSE,

=d:e:nTf'!ir~~~

1539.

B8999Bbl35

THREEBEDRooMFURNISRED

SUMMER SUBLET 2 bf'.troom

=~~ a~e:t ~~: :3lti!!"

529-1983.
.!m~
SUMMER SUBLET, LEW.s Park

~~~ih~~. con~=

LIVE COMFORTABLY NEXT

~~~Sf~UCCa~~'k~

5631.
B9440Ba149
ONE BEDROOM FUR;'iISHEJ)

~~m¥,re~Jn~~~:~~~

684-2313 after 5 p.m.

942SBa144

EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS
FOR renL LIncoln Village ~~!.
ClOBe to campus. FurnlsheCL Pt;;;

~~:~~~l~~Ba14:
FALL,

SUMMER RENTALS

~~ge::::'o,A~~~"~~.
Spec!al summer rates! Uisplay
open 10:30-S:30dally. sr-~~149

FURNISHED ONE BEDROOM

~~. ~:f~IsgUO::~Wo
lou:f~es. SlUDmer and Call, $115
per month plus utilities.BWss~i35

CARBONDALE - 2 BEDROOM

spacious,

a~

SlU approved for

"'"

dose to campus
~:~~~~6. 15th, ~ff:6

aophomores ancI up

NOW RENTING FOR

SUMMlR .. FALL
featuring:

EH~~:::~120:~.bd.

With: Swlmm!ng pool
Air conditioning
Wall to _II corpellng
Fvllyfuml,hed

CobI.TVservlc.

~=I~,:ervlce
AND YET
VERYOOSnOCAMPUS
For informallon ,top by

The Quads

12075. Wall
457-4123
SHOvI APARTMENTs
Mon•• Weds_,FrI..

fall 1-985-6947.

B904OBblli7

SPECIAL BONUS! QUALITY
housing. Likely the best you will

~ni:a:ierd :a~fl:o~

cathtta~n:~~~In~l

:ff
prepayment of contract~ 5493973.
9019Dbl37
O~

3 AND FOUR 4 bedroom

~~.~h~7~i:~~
p.m.

UNFURNISHED TWO AND ~

~~:::.~~,~~:

9182Bb141
FIVE BEDROOM HOME on W.

Sot~'-~2pm

=~~. f::~~r~t~~~a

Hou.e.
THREE BEDROOM HOUSE
summer-fall, gas heat, ~c:e
prts o.k. Cotmtry dub road, $300
month. 687·3183.
9373Bb136

TWO BEDROOM HOMES at 1004
Carico, 722 Carico, and 306 N.
I
I
Oakland. Natura gas heat, a r,

3 BEDROOM HOUSE. Sublet fill'

HOMEFINDERS NOW HAS the
summer and fall rentals you've

I~:::;;~~=======~I ~~o~~~.e 1 - :~

~tie~~~:cam~urbf~

IpRIVATE ONE ACRE lot. 2
furnished near Tower

Ibedroom

! MURDALE

:~tti;~ML~~hed. \i~b?:s3

~~::a~g6~~~H~;;'~lt~:r

.. !:UMMER SUBLEASE" 4
bedroom house,2 baths at 400 W.
details. 529-5252. Division of
oat.. Call Bob, 529-3409. 9407Bbl34 Diederich Real Estate. B9276Bb131

HOMES,

IN Car-

:;:~1;.r'is7 ~~di~r:ln~

'I

i Center,

2 miles to campus or

~~Igwn't::O hi~~~.y rur;~~W:S~

9354Bbl37

Irefrigerator, 3fgallon water
I heater, SO·foot lob, trees and
I S!=ed aJ~:i~I~~~orJ~
I glOtmd with ste~1 cables, natural
I

Now renting for Fall and Summer:
Hou... close to compus. 9 bedroom:
308W. Cherry. 7 bedroom: 405
a.-Idge. !.12 a.-Idge. 5 bedroom:
«f1 W. Cherry. 3OOE. College. 509
Rawlings. 503 W. College. 208
Hosp/to! Or .• 212 Hosp/to! Or. 4 bedroom: 410 S. Ash. 5a7 S. Hays. 303
S. Forr. .t. 505 S. Iev.rlelg.. 402 W.
C.loIr..807W. College. 311 W. Cherry.
3l9CheiTy. 505 Oak. 501 ~.
209 W. Cherry. 614 S. logon. 3 bedroom: 306 W. Cherry. 408 S. Ash.
411 E. Freemon. 515 S. logon. 5CU
•. Ash 12. 2 bedroom: ~ ~ S. Unl·
~. 311 W. Cheny. 3)1 N. SprInger.
5CU S. Hays. 1 bedroom: 406 S. Unl·
".,.1'1. 5CU S. Ash'. 4 and 5. 33.c
W. Walnut. If you don't lik. these
coli. W. hove more. 529·1082.

I f'::n:~:.g~:to~a;r; c~~~Wfoni~~~

I nigh~ 1i~U!ting •.1ear fro!!t door

;l::~i-ei~~d~p.~~=
Ifor now Of June 1 n~ later. very
! ~~~tive

prices. call~s-m1~

BARGAIN - SUm.EASE 11,2
bedroom mobile home. Quiet.
small. park. 'h May free. Call
anytime. 549-5760.
9335Bcl32

I

EXTRA NICE 14 and 12 wide. Two

I,~e=~:rckr~~
pets. 549-0491.

89320Bc147

12x60 FRONT AND ~AR
bedroom, central air, sundea,
$200 month, lease and depo<;it
reql';r-o:d, 549-5550 Ol' ~Bcl32

I

iCLEAN 1~ WIDES on shady lots.
i ~~ to ::'D~~la~rL

~~

Icall~3920 after Sp.m. 9468~~
'TWO BEDflOOM, FURNISHED

I ~=allta:n.~~ blb~"T~

"cam~. ~o
I

3. ..00 W. Willow-3 bdrm
$350 Summer $.c5O loll

,mon

... 311 Birchlane-3 bdrm
Washer. dryer $400 summer
$47Slall

J!elS. $100, $l2S, $185 a
throughsummerB~~40

WAL.K TO CAMPUS from Un' 2 &: 3
bMroom mobile homes at 714 E.
College. Furnished carpeted, air
condltione<!1.. wasber a. dryar.
"Twelve monw leases starting JU:Je
11. 549-7653.
92448c:133
!YOU'LL SAVE MONEY now and
! next fall in cur two and three
I bedroom natural gas heated

I

6.320 Linda-3 bdrm. centrill
air $350 summer $115 fall
7. 308 Crestview-Cathedral
ceiling $350 summer $425 fall

I~~8;u h~~et.at ~~~ lt~.

8.2513 Old Welt 13-3 bdrm
furnished, Heat & water in~:".&.cf. $27S summer $37S fall

.~~ J.~~~y.

,Bedrooms at 2posite ends. Air
I:a~~~tain~~~a'~
See

t~~~

LIKE NEW 14%70, 3-bedroom, near

~~s~~~~

9. 2S~3 Old West 13-3 bdrm.
furnished, fireplace. washer.
dryer, heat & water included
$350 summer $.c5O fall
11. 313 BIrth Lane-3 bedroom_
BrIck ranch, 2 bath. washerl

CLEAN, NICE 2 bedroom mobile
homes close to campus with
shaded lots. Available summer.
I fall, and spring. No~.529-1422.
B9300BcI32
1OxsO 2-BDRM 2-MILES east $100.
Deposit required. pets o.k., you
1 pay utilities. Avaifable now 5293581. .
B9291Bcl45
FALL, EXTRA NICE private
setting. 2 bedroom, furnished,

i

dryer. $4OOw:mner, $475 fall.
MUST Rent Sumrm.·· to obtain
for Fall.

Coli 457-4334

~~m~~:.:.)oopetsB~~

B9t22Bb139

NICE THREE BEDROOM, two
baths. Next to campus. Central ac:. Available fall. No pet~9r=40

9151Bc:140

!=~.f50~~.ble mu:~~~'l32

2-BEDROOM.

1. 6D9 N. Almond-3 bdrm.
washer,
dryer.
garage
$3750 month summer
$425 a month loll

r~r~o~~:s~
2

p.m.

~~ti:b:l:'~~\>:~~~

529-1218. Burk.

B9039Bc138

NOW RENTING 12 &: 14 wide
mobile homes. 2-bedroom, a-c,

Ideal for married

529-5819.
94t1Bbl37
CARBONDALE
DISCOUNT
HOUSING. 2 bedroom furnished

:,~c;:m~~BM.:ft:.J"" ~==:::;::;
AIP;A::;:;RT;:;;';M;;;E;:NTS;;;;E===.~ lft~ti:S~c~~~~m~~~~
a.OOD<i

CARBONDALE

CA~ETING.

month {ncludes water, trash

~~:31bI:n!!~w~:I~~&C:r

BEAUTIFUL
HOUSE
AVAILABLE summer (fall op.tion). 3 bedrooms. air, large yarO,
rent negotiable. 549-1589'9364Bbl37

Houses for rent

~~~=~~mw~~a=.

S175 a month summer
conti act

549·6610

~ntr:t~rne!:~~~ ~~~
~, modular bome at 1002 N.

' BEDROOM SEMI-FURNISHED

4145.

SUBLET 4-BEDROOM, LEWIS

~:fe:.s~fu. ~~, ~~-!!s~ g~;'1

SUBLEASE ~OR SUMMER .m1y.
6 rooms in 7 bedroom house.
~~i. clos.: to SIlJB~~~l~r

AIIO available 2 Bdrm.
Mobile Homes, 10 x 50 to
12 x 60_

JSal

~:e~,Ilt'~sfc:m¥:m.~:s~~

9463Bb131

TWO BEDROOM HOl'''l' 1 mile
from sm. Unfurnil'''- 110 pets
$Z7O a month. 549-7145. A473Blll35

Summer

$110
$1 ..0

2 Bdrm.

a~ent, air conditioned, low

NICE

B9417Bbl36
CARBONDALE- 3 BEDROOM.
habrirdckWoodrancnhoorswi.thAvlaailrageledeMCaky'
ib
15th. $390 per month. 1-89394&2fJbl36

$145
$185

£fflclency
1 Bdrm.

~~t~'4\!~e,

VERY

SUMMER SUBLET. COLLEGE
and Ash, l·block from campus.
~.~~d. Need 3-mor~~g:~

3-

Fall

A-rtments

B9325Ba131

~!

gweJf~:S~:7s~6~~re:s6

TWO-BEDRooM. NICELY furnished. Near cam~. Available
summer or fall. s"~:t location.
iI ~~~~. efficient. or~r~~::o

LARGE

TWO BE.DROOM HOUSE within
,,:alking ,iistance to SIU. FurDished. no I>'!ts. 549-7145 · 947SBbl35
B

~

~s3531r:~~~~t~f~~

THREE' " BEDROOM,

Old Rt. 13 WesL Call 684-4145.
B8923Bb149

GREAT 3 BETlROOM HOUSE for
summer. S02 S. Poplar, 2 blocks
from campus, furnished. rent
negotiable. 549-6733.
9333Bbl35

W~ol carbonda~ Ramada Inn on

tu-e:~~Ra~~en:a~Uat.~ p~\~

ONE

1m.

549-3002 after 5 p.m.

~~~~:ji~~er ~ug~~~l.

549·6610

~~~:a~~~~~ :~

APARTMENTS,

carico. 549-7653 Ol' 457-3321.
93S2Bbl34

four. No pets. 457-2003.

Water, Tra.h,
Sewer Included

f'ICE ONE AND two bedroom

f~~m:rmef!fi. ~~~~:~

MURPHYSBORO

~rpeAe~~~rJle~o ~a2-:J~

~~:~~.Ds~rr~~ ,H~~~~·o~·o

Summer S 135
Fall ~ 155

spring. Pay by semest~=~~s

to Crab Orchard Lake. Two

~~c:: :eYJbi~:a ,~

54 ... 2454 4J7-1M1

Furnl.hed EHlelenc....
at reduced rate.

B8955Bc136

YOU'LL HAVE WASHER, dryer,

~~~~:::~~oo~J1~~y

11::=:·-;:M:e=cc:a::A=p:t:.==~

54~91.

CLEANCOUNTRYLnnNG.Cl~

~:~~i ~ea~os!fg~ ~:b~~~t t~ri

summer. Paul 529-3576. 9412Bbl34

CARBONDALE.

mS.•_II...

pets.

4 BEDROOM FURl'HSHED house
with garage, she:1 Bridge street.

CARBONDALE
DISCOUNT
HOUSEING luxury 3-bed.-oom. 2bath, brick house, furnished,

Naw Renting for Sum",.r. Fall and
Spring. EHiclenc., and 1 bedroom
opts. No pets. laundry 'acJili...

APARTMENTS-HOUSES NEAR
SIU. Chea~ summer. II month
l~'~l~y by sem=B~

~o~f=:£'We::;. ~'it.l:;'

9444&135

Mobile Home.
LOW cosr RENTALS, Ion wide
$100. 12ft wide $125. Call 529-4444.
. B8926Bcl32
ROXANNE M.H. P. , South Hwy 51,
close to camP'FI, water, lawn care,

SUBLEASE '!"tAILER SUMMER.
10xSS, nice, furnished, 2 bedroom,
~~I5()-month. 457-S38~~t1i

~~~~I~DI~ed2:
unfurnished,

anchored,

un-

~~~~~~~~='3.shade.

~~ :~.~~529-~~
after 4:00 p.m.
B9348Bc:148

NOW RENTING SUMMER and
fall Water, lawn care, trash il!ckup furnished. Quiet, cable TV.
~~0~.T.~. 616 E. ~1cl~

NICE TWO BEDROOM with
summer rates. Avai.laLle summer,
fall, and Sllrlng. No pets. Bel Aire
Park, 900 E. Park Sl, office hours
1pm.-Spm~ 529-1422 or~131

f~~~~c:ai 1~~.~~

~Pl~~~£~~
~~:w'e:~ft'':i~~~~~
Heat, water. trash plc:tup. Lawn

8947Bcl33

=~~. Quiet, paJ~r~
NICE ONE-BEDROOM, furnished. Near c:am~. Available
summer or fall. su.:;:t location.
~~~. efficient. "r~f~B~::o

maintenance IncludeCl In renL $155

~~=~~~~(~

rates) and faD contracts. Phone
549-6612'or 549-3002 afte~~c:149
Daily Egyptian. April 8, 1983, Page Ii

FOR SUMMER,

CRUISE SHIP JOBS' $14-$211,000
Carribean. Hawaii. World. Call for
19:'147C148

THREE Ill>':s

~r~~ ~ft:~.rtme~~~

~':.~_m~r.Lu~emtr~ter.

FEMALE
WANTED.
BEAUTIFUL mobile hom~ own
room 1~ bath, dishwasher. Pool,
• Iauudn, privately owned, summer
and faJ1.:SDrinJ(, Roommates quiet,
IIOlHIJIlolling. ""Must see. Calf 5490815 ask for JeDllifer or Kim.
9447Bel40

----OUTREACH
EDUCATOR.
~~e,~~th ~~on~:

Must be bi~al (SpanishEnglish), have valid dril'er's
license and vehicle. B. S
in
Human Services Cield and I!X~erieDce ",referred. APP~ to

I
rloo:!~~=:;:==::~~~::!/ I
1) You _

quan", '-"I,.

2) Y_IIIt. cemroI air ...dillonlng
3) You hate high prtr:.o
..) You ..... -"-1 dryen
S)

I Duplex••
I MURPHYSBORO.

-THlNtt..t a Woodruff MabIle Han.

6).antcrt~_

7) Rant crt Southam, NaIlG'. at
Malibu <ourts

~~ ~~ ,"

'MXQ\If Serw:es

Room.
ROOMS THIS SUMMER: 3
mooths, May 16 .A~ust Tl $135.00-

~~~ro:;~= Hitf.~~ ....
9092Bd138

KING'S INN MOTEL, 825 East

5550.

89342B032

DUPLEX. ~ MILE west of
Communications.
Large
2

~~.:-:cr,~w~b~~~~~~II~rngCee;!~t

:n~~~1-I~= ~.~:
~~~}_.r.rall~~ftit~}~m~~.

extra DIce. Summer sublease,
option for fall. Available immediately. 549-2975.
9424Bf131

FURNISHED PRIVATE ROOMS

CAMBRIA - TWO BEDROOM
unfurnished $170-month plus
:n~t5r.~~ase. Ca1lJ=n49

Call ~13.

B9mBdl44

~t~oue:.c~h.totfwi~ i:~=

&4~3174.

!l322Bdl36

ROOMS CARBONDA .. E. IN an
apartment, ,:ery near caifus.

ki~~e:~fiJ~'~~~~()(I.'.fth so~~
students. uti~ties, m win~. and

~u:Ji~Uj~'f~r'~~~er~:!~

~~Itive pnces, call~~~~~

FURNISHED. DUPLEX. TWO
bedroom and one bedroom. sblocks from campus. 457-5923.
9454B037

HElP WANteD

. , ", fIIIIIlfIIl-

,b/, in fb, ,Hiel
I "SfutIInf OltflltlpI m,nt, fbir' (I"r,
I

ODD JOBS FROM A-Z. No

Healtb Service, fouth Hospital
Drive, P. O. Box AG, Mur-

House54~7521 for a helpinM3~~41

EARN $500.00 OR more per week

guaranteed 110 errors. reasonable
rates. S4~2258.
9213EI42

G~~~~n~e:ll( 3F~~ur~~reda~r:
~~~r~!~~~' 2~r~~u~u~~g~t~~~

~l~' Dept DE. Beverly ~I~cf~
LIGHT HOUSEKEEPING. HALF
day a week. Must be available year

~~'b~32call S~2343 after 6:00.

6 MONTHS TEMPORARY position

lfus~~;~:~n ~'rd l\tili~~s

n'Jrsing license. Eltperience in
meolal l!eal~. nursing preferred.
Address mqlllnes to Union County

~~I~. ='].=~ted,
B9446CI36

SERVICES OFFERfD

nt"

~:r~~ri~. Pta~f~D~~;U:~~

UPDATE YOUR WARDROBE.
Expert tailoring and alterations

::!gle~ j~0~~~~i8~ ~~~~

~ant ~~f!~~~~~~AI~~~~~
S~,

ai:~i~7~{4~-reasonal)l~~:~~~i
NIGHT IRON WELDING Repair:

~o~~r a~~d G:~::DhoisuiCI~~:!'

~~d~r:::e~::C~~t~le~~:s~:

7214.

9381Bdl32

• ir

=i~~ngo~~~er~~~~ year

9405Bdl39

Roommat ••
TWO FEMALE ROOMMATES

needed tor fall and spring. .... rent

~~~~tilites. Call ilIter9 M&'efJl
FEMALE ROOMMATE SVM·

~~in!;:~~' ~:n~ati!e~f~
~~k riiall. nOll sm~~B;I~

SUMMER
ONLY.
LARGE
comfortable furnished house near'

~~~sre. ~:J!afr~~~fuok~

9312Be136

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
for nice trailer. washer-dryer
fireplace. Call ~ af~je~'
Female

~'i.rtft~ ~~s~'1: ~s~re~i~'

&49-5639.

9332Be131

WANTED:
SUMMER
SUBLETTER. Nice house OD

~~Sk~~ ~~~~

campus,

9340Be131

FEMALE RENTER NEEDED to
share nice house. No lease. Low
rent Call98S-4600. 1-985-4022.
935SBel36
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED
to share nice house in town.
summer and fall. $135. serious
student preferred. 549-4560.
9384Bel48
ROOMMATE WANTED

NICE

:~. ~f~~~bo~:re~b~il~:i1:

~:. days 457-8991, eve~~f:i
f1;MALE ROOMATE WANTED.
Nice two bedroom apartmeot. Call
549-1935 OT 457-7755.
9430Bel39
FEMALE ROOMMATE.

QUIET.

~;rc:.e6n:=~ inf;I~~

apartment. Call 529-2068.

9414BeI31

SUMMER
RENTERS
TWO
needed for 5 bedroom. furnished
house. Perfect location. Call after 5
p.m .• 529-2958.
9418BeI39
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED for
summer secester at Brookside
Manor. Call457-426S OT 529-4532.
9466Be135
Page ZO, Daily Egyptian, April " 19B3

FOR THE

9313E134

PROFESSIONAL
DOG
G~OOMING,
all breeds- low
~~ and tendel' loving ~i;'l'7

:~~u!~~~ ~~i~O:

SUMMER AND FALL.

Main. Carbondale.
9224EI43

HOME REPAIR: CARPENTRY:
Electrical: Roofing: Drywall:
Remodeling. 7yr eXl!erieDce.

Monroe. Rent negotiable. Call 457·

only. 529-2496.

828 E.

54~I034.

TWO TO THREE person studio in
upstairs of spacious brick house

a couple. Close to campus

i'l:: too

!\f~~~~t::~hf~g. ~~r~~ ~r~m

~~a;s.c~r!~r; o~t~;!i~S i&rV'

5033.

9031Eu7

TYPING-THE OFFICE, 409 W.
Main Street. 54~3512.
9162EI40

Migrant

rt'Y~~r.' 684-5844. DNdli~e~;i~k

ppiClfi,nl
lor Or/lnflfi,n
ehlir ,n' Viu-

~oO. \}!;:lo~!lc~f!::~t1a~~,!ll:

997-2709.

MEDICAL ASSISTANT.

~~i=:~enf; ~~=7e

TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX,
completely remodeled, 1", miles
from campus. $225-month. 54~

9042E137
LADIES, LONG BEAUTIFUL
Dails at reasonable prices. Nail

H':;~:f D~rJ!~ P~~.iC~ox ~~,

:::!:~ogrt~OIlar::i. F~W-t1':J
(Spanish-Engl ish)
desi~le.

NICE ONE AND two bedroom
furnished apartments. Available
for summer and fall. Close to
:T~~ 529-3410 orB~"itms

mil

.S1-UIl

~:;!:~~S&n~~ectroDiC:

NEED VISA? MASTERCARD?
Everyone eligible. Fees and
sa;;!ngs account required. Free
details. RI 2 BOll 387 A , Murphysboro, IL 62966. (618)-549-!1217,
anytime
9134E139

~p~~r.Tot.684-5844. D~l33

=yanl..

8) lent while taIacflarI .....

..

AV AlLABLE
APRIL 1st. Two bedroom duplex,
excellent neighborhood, S200 plus
~~~;-C::Kr~~~~. PliOlle
898SBn34
CARTERVILLE.
2-BEDROO'Y!,
CARPET,
:!·c,
furnished.
trees, ~~11\s~

TERM
PAPERS,
THESES,
DIssertations, resumes, ~ eport

HAL TASTE OF lEER
PAIST IS THE PLACE.

•

ANNOVNCEMENTS

The tenant! of 613
S. Washington St.
are having their
annual spring party.
Come on bv and
have a beer and
party with the
trojans.
THE
HANDYMAN.
EVERYTHING from fixing
doorknobs
to
remodehng
batbrooms. Roofmg. carpent:;,.

reW!~~: pI~:!.~n~abf!ec~~~:I:
Refel"l!!lce8. 457-7026.

9409EI49

rr"~~7_~9~ENTS PE~I~~
CARBONDALE. WE ARE offering

~~ r:ta:ae16~~~~d~=

Husband is a teacher and wife is a
muse. 55-2380.
9422EI34

REBUILT

STARTERS

AND

rlf=:~ lo;erl ~~:u~~::n

Marion. IL, All wort ~ranteed.
call 1-997-4611.
89423ElSO
TYPING

SERVICE

-

The Air Illinois
highway.
$20 or less to St. Louis.

MUR-

~~O~. ~w~~::,~ To;

graduate p.~ool. References
available_ Call after 4:30. ~~sO

YOUR DESIGN IDEAS made real

bfuOU'rin~~~~~ ~~:r"!r60911.
Almond Carbondaf;.: II.
62901.
944Sr;133

. . _l

u~ ~

p,"~"..tlng

___

I confidential _bllance

••• :

-.,.,.:-:::~;--

•••

M9-27M
Ttovra. ._

Need to 1aUr. about:

-Birth control
-PTqnanc,.

-Sezual CODCC1'Dl
CaD The Weltne. eem-_
~

5J6.4441

WANTE[\
PARTICIPANTS
FOR
BIOFEEDBACK study. Call I..:d,
536-7704, Ext. 39 days or filrl-'IIm
after 6 p.m_

LOST

9379Fl33

-

•

THIN
GOLD LIGHTER wbutterhy at bottom at Ga~

~~lP!~o~iil r:~e~fr found.
please return. Reward. 4S7~'131

SMALL, LONG-HAIRED GREY
male kitten. Lost near vicinity 01
Kroger's in Herrin. Substantial
reward for return! 1-l1li&-62629435<;134
~NNOUNCEMENTS

. · t. . .

_".~

BUSINESS

OPPO.JlTIJ TIES
iDstInt C.qb
.. SELF·HYPNOSIS FOR
STUDENTS." Improve study.
performance. Free descriptive
brochure. Psychology cente~
=~) ValeDCJa Street, ~f38

. . -_._Of__

6 j f t. . . . . "'AGAZIM~L.

1:=t~J&;:o.1~D~-

SEkA·HOU"IS·'ep lOClS'"''

~t~f.,.,\~~
~~~
_2-!oJO

w.
~

UpI

...... D... a-HlMAtI

.

tor..".....
01 Gofd or StIuer

CoIDs-~

RIGa

,., CGinI 123 S. .. 45l-t.J I

---------WANHO

~IDE~S

91e'll fly you Into St. Louis for $20 or less
when you fly out on TWA:
You're flying out of St. Louis. But first
you have to get to the airport. You get
in your car. drive to the freeway. spend
a lot of time. u.;e a lot of gas and fight a
lot of traffic to get there.
But people who fly Air Illinois and lWA
are above that sort of thing. When you
fly TWA OUI of SI. Louis, Air Illinois will
fly you to the airport for just $20 or less.

Our close relationship
gets you fast connections.

o

Air Illinois and lWA are located in close

ar.ILLU\OIS

proximity at St. Louis Lambert International AirpOit Thai makes your connections fast and easy. In fact, Air Illinois
and lWA give you some 01 the fastest
connections between any two airlines in
SI. Louis. And we1l transfer your baggage automatically. You lust go straight
to the plane.
So if you're flying out of St Louis.
take the high road - Air Illinois 10 TVJA
For information and re~r"'<ltions .
caU Air Illinois. lWA. or YO'H 1ocC!1
travel agent

_guiDgtolile~

_u~n
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Future bright for women netters
important in tennis to be
mentally strong, and 1 think
always have a chance, we just that's a big factor in our favor ...
Even with depth and attitude
have to play extremely well and
be strong mentailY'lnd in their comer, the Salukis will
physically. We're talting Ule need to piay exceptional tennis
same team wp. had in i."1 Louisville to come away with
Mississippi last week, and .hey three wins. Kentucky is the
('sme through with a big win tournament favorite, but still
within SIU-C's reacb, according
over Alabama."
Depth has been the Salukis' to Auld.
LouisviUe will also be a major
strong point this season. When
Sherman and Allen were concern for the Salukis, with the
scratcbed frum the lineup, Cardinals seeking to avenge a 9MaUJ'ef'n Harney moved up to o setback to SIU-C in the faU
the number five singles slrJt, season. Auld said her t.-.am was
and freshman Mis Stauffer extremely uS? for the Louisville
stepped into the sixth spot. Both match and willt-.ave to pia)' well
Harney and Stauffer have held to repeat a win, since Louisville
their own on the courts, with will probably be up for U>e
this time.
=3:u:g~m~t win-loss match
She said Chicago-Circle has
"I'm just thankful that we not been extremely strong in the
have the depth that !M!OJ)le can past and probably lacks the
step in when tbey)re caned depth to chaUenge the Salukis.
upon," Auld said. "We still have
the depth to do well this
weekend, although everyone
realizes we would be stronger
with Amanda and Stacy.
"They're all aware of what
they have to do," she said.
"They need to ha"e a pos:tive
altjtude, and I think they do. It's

Ruggers host Western
on muddy home field
By George PappO!s
Staff Writer

Mud. mud and more mud. The
Saluki Ruggers an up to L'teir
knees in mud.
"Both of our fields an '.otally
muddy." said Mike M <!rion.
back coach of the SIU-C n:fO'S
rugby team.
Nevertheless. tht ~h!!rJs will
host Wester(l Illinois this
weekend after being idle last
weekend and placing second at
Rolla, Mo. the wet:kend before.
The ruggers hav~ been practicing all week in preparation

W~t!:'t:~:D 'lev::. te~O~f:
Saluk.is in four years.
The game will star'. at I p.m.
Saturday either at the rugby
pitch or on a field behind the
third base line at Abe Martin
Field, depending on the
weather.
"They (Western) have a lot of
key players," said Manion,

"and even though they haven't
beaten us in four years, I thmk
they're going to be a tough
match."
According to Manion, the
ruggers have spent the past two
weeks healing from brutal
matches in Rolla. The Salukis
returned from Rolla with three
wins and two losses, giving
them a season record of !'t-3.
The Salukis have lost two
players for the season, Kelly
Rawling, who bas a knee injury,
and John Glotsboclr., who injured his back.
During the last weekend of

W_k.ncI ..........t

~..= $1.75

.-p . . . . ...-y.•
406 So UUnoIl
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Fill Set n-It ....

Save ,$45.00

SPECIAL PURCHASEJ
lest clliK'Il on wheel ••

A spinel adl..flmetd
could correct your
proIIl..... W....lpl

It'l the ~t deal around. SCIfIIIM' quality.

SCHWINN

:=~'"Md_

Traveler
lIeg. $210

l03S.

S~U.1t5

Sove$45

c.o.E:S

DR. ROY S. WHITE
CItbandIIe

AIIriI .. HIS

•

I
I
I

.-,,/----..I r-----.. ._t1.50
I
.....
_.
I
.1 "..,,..I ......
I 'I.SO '. ....
ill a:M

300 s. III Cdol. 549·3612

ainic

Servlce.Ouality • Selection. PrlC.

games the SaJufds bad some

exceptional performances,
according to Manion, with Gary
Civil scoring four tries in one
game.
"Gary played a great tourney," !'o':anion said. "He's an
outstan~ back."
According to Manion, the.
Salukis also got great pack play.

THUn throutlh SUN

I
I

I
I
II

can win it." she said. ''We

W,'men's tennis coach Judy
Awl. said h~ team is finally
starting to see the light at the
end rJf the tunnel.
Not that the tunnel has been
that dark, with the Salukis
pilmg up an 11-4 spring slate
and a 2H overall record, but
Auld's roster appears to be
filling out in time for the conference championship.
Friday Auld's team will
travel to Louisville to compete
in a round-robin tournament
with Louisville. Kentucky, and
Illinois-Chicago. SIU-C will
again be without the services of
Amanda Allen and Stacy
Sherman. the team's most
consistent doubles team so far
this season.
Auld said the picture is
beginning to brighten. though,
with Allen probably returning to
practice Monday and Sherman
a probable returner for the
conference meet.
The weekend tournament
outlook is not as bleak as it
could be. Auld said.
"If we play w~U and pick up

"

I

points throughout the: lineup, we

By Sherry ChisenhaD
Staff Writer

DON'T FORGET,
TillS IS
GRADUATION WEEK!

Caps & Gowns

AnnounceDlents

CI~. . Rings

ORDER
TODAY!
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lement weatner when it
eys to Normal 1:0 compete
the 12-team rllinois State
bird Invitational. Of course,
re's no guarantee that this
mey won't receive the same
fate as the playoffs of thE'
U-C Invit.ational, the Saluki.~'
arch 29 doubleheader against
utheast Missouri. the entire
-team schedule in tht' ~u~b
I Missouri Ir.vitational amI
U-C's l.ltest washout. an April
twinbiIJ with SEl'.W. But It
ems cnly fitting that a
umament featuring two oi the
jest rivals in women's
llegiate athletics, the host
edbirds and the Salukis,
ould somehow be given a
eak by Mother Nature.
SIU-C ...ill not, in fact, be cast
to the same pool as ISU, a
cheduling tactic probably
tended to give the archrivals a
hance to settle their diferences
the plaYljiis, if either gets
at far. The slmple fact oC the
altH is that ISU loves to beat
he Snlukis, and vice-versa. And
hat's the way it's been Cor a
oup!e oC decades, season to

~~n, :~rht~ s~~'hes,

the
layers, the alumni and the
dministrators," Saluki Spo~
. InCormation Director Mitch

Parkinson once said, "Illinois
State is the ga:ne. It's such an
intense rivalr.·. and it has been
Cor years."
SIU-C has been shown less
than courteous treatment in its
pool assignment. The Salukis
will compete round-robin style
against Illinois-Chicago,
Micligan State, and a Missouri
c1u'J which tnt!" Cell to three
times in the Call season.

Brechtelsbauer's gang has
seen action against only one oC
the tourney's entrants in this
rain-<lelayed season, dropping a
5-4 contest to ICC in the pool
championship oC the SIU r.
Invitational two weeks ago. In
that game, L'le Salukis held a
four-run lead heading into the
final inning.

: Roadrunners sponsor races
The SIU-C Roadrunners are
sponsoring a seven mile run and
a three mile "Cun" run Saturday
to benefit Muscular Dystrophy.
Registration is at 6:30 a.m. at
the west side of the Jniversity
Mall parking lot, 1M day of the
race, and win cost $6.
Participants will be divided

into six women and six men's
divisions, based on age.
Trophies "ill be awarded and
also gold, silver and bronze
medals to the top three
finishers.
Tho; course was designed by
Craig Mergins, president of the
Roadrunners club.
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chance to pI'O\e it.
Blackman said the sprints
and field-events will hold its
own but the distance crew,
whiCrlwas shut ou~ at Indiana,
will have to clock pr..!l'Sonal bests
in order to score points.
"We're going to have to work
extra-hard in the 800 and up,"
she said.
That.'s because EJU has
workhorse :'<iargaret Smith,
voted the most outstanding
runner at last week's SEmotion
Relays in Southeast Missouri
State, and Mizzeu has a
houseful of runners as well.

~#t\

,+ • Montana's

.HikerU's
• Gretl..hen II's
• Cascades
• Highlanders

Fonowing the completion oC
round-robin play, the teams will
enter bracket competition on
Saturday, seeded according 10
the outcome oC pool play.
Among the other entries in the
Normal classic are Eastern
Illinois, Indiana State, Miami
<Ohio), Western Michigan,
Southwest Missouri, St. Louis,
Illinois Central College and the
host Redbirds.

It may put a little pressure on
Lisa Reimund in the 3,000 and
sophomores Odelte James and
Lori Ann Bertram in the 5,000.
SIU-C's Debra Davis ~ill go
head-to-head with EIU's Gail
Stevens and Missouri's Renea
Johnson in the 400-meter event.
Davis is going into the meet
with a 55.06, while Steve1ll! is
right on her heels at 55.5.
The Salukis are also looking
to Rhonda McClausland in the
discus, javelin and shot-put.
Her com~tition in all three
events will '!r-tne from Mary
Hyder of Missouri.

~~--~~------~
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Ii.A,.RICK J. KILLEY

fClr
CARBONDALE CITY COUNCIL
4-YEARTERM
VOTE APRIL 12 FOR:
-AN ACCOUNTABLE. OPEN. INDEPENDENT CITY COUNCIL
*RElIABJ.E. EfFECIENT MUNICIPAL SERVICES
-RESPONSlllLE FISCAL POt.IC'

PAT KELLEY: PROFESSIONAL TRAINING & BACKGROUND
Pat Is an Anodate Profes,or of Law at SIU School of Law, where he teaches courses
In Local Government Law. Legislation, and Ethics. Before moving to Carbond<lle in
1981, he was an aHorney In St. Louis and taught at Washington University School of
Law. He received a law degree from tile University of Iowa in 19"9. He is 39) }On cid.

PAT KELLEY: PRIOR CITY COUNCil EXPERIENCE
Pat served from 1978 '0 1981 as a city couneilOTlan in University ("Ity, Missouri, 11 cit)'
of 43.000 that. like Carbondale has a city manager form, . government.

11',""

for ~ a t t - for ..., Kelley
A.... JtvdIeH. T _ . '220'-'_
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Baseball tear.n leaves hOlDe
hoping to find good weather
By Daa DeviDe
As:!odate Spo11l Editor
Jon Taviisko inherited a 16-25
ball club at Mi'Ami of Ohio, and
lJeiO liri.,au it to a 16-5 start
this season. And that's without
loading up 00 a lot of talt'nt
during the offseason.
"It's exactly the same team
as last year." said Sport Information Director Dave
Young, "He's given them
confidence. "
Tu!isko also gave his
basenm.,ers til(! green light,
and his Indians have been on the
warpath ever since. After 21
games they had swiped 69 bases
in fr1 attempts. NlDe players
have four or more stolen bases.
But this Friday and Saturda)'
in a four game series ~'lI
have to go up against visiting
Saluki catcher Steve Boyd, who
believes, no doubt, that the best
baserunner
is
a
dead
baserunner. Opponents have
stolen only 13 bases on Boyd this
season, and Saluki pitchers

hav~

picked off ten runners.
doubl~beaders In O~IO. as t~e
The R~k!d basepath ex- SaluklS have played Just once In
ploitsand an accompanying .315 the last two weeks. Rain ex·
team batting average might tinguished most of a 13 game
inspire
fear
00
some homestand.
Richard EIIi~ will pitch in the
homesteads, but the Salukis
have bistorically burned them first game Fnday. and Jones
them out time and tim~ ag~in. wiD roll~ him, in n? particular
SIU-C is 23-6 against Miami.
order, With Jay Belhslmo. Gan'
The Salukis are 11-8 this Bockhorn, and Rick WysockI.
Jon~ says the long layoff will
season. chasing another 30 win
season and Coach Itchy Jones cut hiS starters stay on the
thinks it's about time his team mound by about 20 pitches. but
started ch":.ing an at-large that it shouldn't take more than
berth in the NCAA tournament, one or two outings to get back to
just in case conference rival complete-~ar.;t' shape.
Wichita State is as good as its
The Redskins, who played
shown so far.
"We're going to have to win four games thi!l ~..:..,it despite
60-70 percent to be considered rainy conditions (they have a
as an at large team," said tradition of playing. rain, shine.
Jones. "We've got to look at this or wet field) will counter Friday
with lefty ace Dan Gilene (&-1.
as a conference series.
"You've got to win three of un> and probably righ. thander
Jour. You can't split. And every Scot Arnold (3-", 3.27)
time you don't Win three of four
you have to win four of four."
The Indians cover their in·
Jones will send a rusty pit- field with a tarp. s.:: a Wl't infield
ching staff to face the Indians in won't slow them, 0\- helo Boyd
a pair of seven inning shoot them down.

Tracksters in for dog, cat frght
By Ken Perkins
Staff Writer

Staff Photo by Gregory DrezdZOII

&uketoffun
Soqaeoae haa 10 do It. aad It" ....ekmaa Gary M..... The
baslEet.lalI oIlWUtl from eompedtan, bas to be kept dry aad
clOlel' 10 &be athletes, aad , .... wu &be betI& WIly to ... It. ne
Salakis are Ia KDorriUe, Teaa., this weekead.

Season resumes Friday;
S,lllukis try again at ISU
By Brian Higgins
StaR Writer
It's been ten long days since
the Saluki softballers have been
able to 38ndwblcb a few games
in between the late March-early
April tempest that bas engulfed
tbe Midwest. Ten days of
nothing but the doldrums of
practice and waiting for a break

in the weather. In that span the
Salukis, 9-5, have seen nearly a
dozen ball ~ames escape like
the ripples In the puddle!' that
have made mire out of infields
across the refloo.
00 Friday Coacb Kay
Brecbtelsbauer's squad will try
to gain a reprieve from the
~
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Quick, how fast is Missouri's
Rufina Ubah?
"w~n," says Mizzou's track
coacb Dick Weis with a chuckle,
"at the Commonwealth Games
in Ausb'a1ia, she ran 11.18
seconds in the l00-meters into
the wind. Now you can judge for
yourseU. I'd say that was about
11-nat. That's fast."
It sure is. But .iomen's coacb
Claudia Blackman bas only one
thing to say about the arrival of
Ubah to McAndrew Stadium
Saturday.
"I' bope the AccutraL; is
working," she said. "If the
weathet- stays with us, I think

we could see at least three
people qualify in timt race."
"That race," by the way, is
the tOO-meter event. And -going
by the names entered for the
Sxond Annual Dog and cat
Fight, chances are bigh it may
go wire-to-wire,
Field events ar.'! at 10:30 a:m.,
with running events slated for
11:50 p.m.
Unlike years (>I!st, the Salukis
will have something to say
about tbe outcome. Coacb
Blackman will send her prized
sprinter and tor dawg, Denise
Blackman, up against Ubah and
Eastern lDioois' burner and top
cat, Sooya Brown, It will be the
toughest competition thus far
for the freshmen from Barbados, West Indies, and it will
also give track and field enthusiast!; a cbance to see just

Denise Blackman

Rallna Ubab

b9w fast Blackman really is.

who is coming off an in)ul')
heads the field there and Will bE'
challenged by Blackman "nd
SIU-C's Ann Lavine. ubah anr.
Brown are also enter~, and
according to Blackman. it wil
be just as close as the l(1O-metl'r
race.
Thetearr. title, however. rna:go to Mizzou. The Tigers ha',!,
tremendous depth and returr'
the bulk of a team that finisht'd
one-two in five events last year
to win the meet with 113 po·int~
Blackman would like nothtn~
better than to upset the Tigers
The Salukis are coming orr "
disawointing meet in Indian~
They are better than the tl
points scored in last week's loss
to the Hoosiers and Illinois. ~he
says, and now they have a

Ubah was sixth at the NCAA
Indoor Cbampionships in
Marcb, and is t.!ae Nigerian and
West Afric....Jl record holder at
l00-meters. According to Weis,
her times baven't been in the
low Us outdoors because her
adjustment to American college
life is taking a little time.
"When she first came here,
she hadn't run for three months," said Weis. "She bas had to
adjtlSt to our way of life and
especially to the cold weather,"
Joining Ui..'I8h in the fast lane
is Rose Jackson, an 11.8
spa-dster. That is a notch under
Blad'man's best of 11.97. EIU's
Crown wiD also be a threat. She
has run 11.8 already this year.
Mcstof the lOO-meter r..mners
will get the call in the 200.
Missouri's Rosalyn Dunlap, See TRACKSTERS, Page 23
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